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ABSTRACT

This research investigated the influence of two social situational fact
ors, anonymity and expected audience, on the expression of criticism and sub
sequent physiological and psychological response. The expression of criticism
towards a disagreeable stranger was studied under the provision of either anon
ymity or no anonymity to the critic factorially combined with an expected aud
ience for the criticism of either the person criticized (criticism-relevant
expected audience), or someone who knew neither the critic or the person crit
icized (criticism-irrelevant expected audience).
A series of hypotheses were derived from Zillman's (1972) two factor
theory of aggressive responding concerning the expression of criticism and
subsequent physiological and psychological response.
pected that criticism would be greatest,
ponse least,

In general, it was ex

and subsequent physiological res

when the critic was anonymous with a criticism-irrelevant expect

ed audience. The opposite pattern of response was predicted for critics who
were nonanonymous with a criticism-relevant expected audience.
Subjects were 54 female students enrolled at a large urban university
who were told that they were participating in a study concerned with the
physiological and psychological correlates of critical thinking and expres
sion. All subjects heard an audio tape of an obnoxious, though not personal
ly insulting, confederate student at the same university.

Two-thirds of the

subjects were then randomly assigned to one of the four treatment conditions
of anonymity or no anonymity with a criticism-relevant or irrelevant expect
ed audience and asked to make a critical evaluation of the student. The re-

ix

maining subjects were assigned to two control group conditions in which they
did not criticize but were given an unrelated task involving verbalization.
Forty-two subjects participated in a second session under the same treatment
condition as the first session.
Dependent measures consisted of an independently rated score for the
criticalness of each subject's evaluation of the obnoxious student, frequency
of skin resistance response (SRR), range-corrected skin conductance level (SCL)
and heart rate (HR), and responses to a postsession Self-Report Questionnaire
which asked the subjects to rate themselves, the obnoxious student, and their
criticism on various scales.
Results indicated no differences in the expression of criticism or sub
sequent physiological response as a function of the anonymity and expected
audience factors. However, significant differences were noted on the anony
mity factor for items on the Self-Report Questionnaire. Anonymous subjects
reported less dislike of the confederate student and greater feelings of re
straint in criticizing than the nonanonymous subjects. All subjects who ex
pressed criticism gave themselves significantly less positive self-evaluations
than those who did not. Physiological responding on SRR and HR was also found
to vary significantly in the second session prior to criticizing when subjects
received instructions which identified the particular treatment condition to
which they had been assigned. Subjects in the anonymous, criticism-irrelevant
treatment group showed the greatest arousal while subjects in the nonanonymous,
criticism-irrelevant group displayed the least.
Results were discussed as reflecting an interaction between the potent
ial threat of retaliation which subjects may have attributed to the various
treatment conditions, and the social inappropriateness of expressing critic
ism towards a peer under conditions of low provocation. Modifications to the
design of the present study were suggested to overcome these problems.

Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Within those social contexts involving interpersonal interaction,
criticism of one individual by another is a common event.
phenomenon of daily occurrence,

As a social

criticism involves both a process,

act of criticizing, and a content,

the

the critical remarks themselves.

Criticism, as Webster's Third New International Dictionary defines it,
is "... usually unfavorable,
(p.

628).

fault finding, disapproval, and objection"

Such related social occurrences as insults, disagreements,

negative feedback,

reproof,

censure, and negative evaluation may be

included under the broad expanse of the term "criticism."
Criticism has been commonly viewed as a form of verbal aggress
ion (Epstein and Krakower,

1974),

and higher levels of physical

aggression have been reported in subjects after they had engaged in
critical remarks (Slaby,

1974).

Birchler, Weiss, and Vincent

(1975)

have found that maritally distressed couples engaged in more criticism
of each other than nondistressed couples or stranger dyads.
sociological perspective,

Goffman

(1956, 1959)

From a

has delineated many of

the cultural norms and taboos against engaging in personal criticism
of another and the consequences of such deviations.
stein

(1974)

and Green and Murray

(1973)

Taylor and Wein

have viewed criticism as a

threat to self-esteem which can undermine the interaction between two
people.

Despite such observations on the prohibitions against engaging

1
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in criticism and its possible noxious consequences, most individuals
do engage in such behavior.

One possible reason for the frequency of

criticism may be related to the potential reinforcing properties of
such behavior within the

�ontext of particular social situations.

If so, situational factors may affect both the expression of criticism
and subsequent physiological and psychological response.
While examples of one person criticizing another are not hard to
find, there is a dearth of research on the situational factors which
may facilitate or inhibit such verbal behavior and the subsequent
physiological and psychological responses which may occur (Epstein and
Krakower,

1974).

The data which do exist have come, in large part,

from aggression studies.

While these studies provide the most rele

vant data on the situational factors which affect criticism and sub
sequent response,

they have certain limitations.

Methodologically, many of the aggression studies have used a
confederate provocateur to elicit a counterattack from the subject
(DeCharms and Wilkins,

1963;

Baker and Schaie,

1969; Waters, 1970).

While this manipulation has been used very effectively to evoke a
critical counterresponse, it may represent only one of many factors
which could affect an individual's 'expression of criticism.
also be a prepotent factor,
factors.

It may

obscuring the effect of other situational

In addition, studies requiring the subject to shock the

provocateur rather than verbally counterattacking him have often yield
ed different results

(Ebbesen, Duncan, and Konecni, 1975).

Further,

the majority of these studies were concerned with testing various
versions of catharsis theory and not with identification of the factors
contributing to the elicitation of a counterattack.

Finally, those

3

situational factors which affect the more typical, less intense types
of critical remarks individuals make about each other may not be the
same.as those factors which affect verbal counteraggression to a
direct, personal attack.

Despite these limitations, aggression studies

do offer some empirical data and theoretical framework from which to
review the situational factors affecting criticism and the subsequent
physiological and psychological responses which may occur.

Review

Ei

the Literature

In an early study by McClelland and Apicella (1945) aimed at
developing a classification scheme for a subject's verbal reactions to
a frustrating confederate provocateur, the proportion of critical
verbal counterresponses made by the subjects to the provocateur increas
ed as the severity of the provocateur's insults increased.

Mosher,

Mortimer, and Grebel (1967) demonstrated similar results with delin
quent adolescent males but noted that the severity of the subject's
verbal counterattack tended to be less hostile than the provocateur's
original attack.

Similar observations were made by Thibaut and Coules

(1952) and Rosenbaum and DeCharms (1960) in their studies where
subjects were given an opportunity-to respond directly to the provoca
teur in writing.

In studies by Hokanson and Burgess (1962a, 1962b)

and Epstein and Krakower (1974) insulted subjects did not engage in
significantly more verbal counteraggression than nonprovoked controls.
The differential results obtained in these studies along with
others suggests that the presence of provocation alone can not predict
the occurrence, or intensity, of critical counterattack.

Other situa

tional variables appear capable of facilitating or inhibiting criticism.

4

Some situational factors which have been implicated are the audience
or expected audience of the criticism, the anonymity of the subject,
and the provision of social support, instructions, and models for
engaging in criticism.

Relevant studies on these factors will be

reviewed along with data on the relationship between criticism and
certain psychological and physiological variables.
Situational variables and criticism.

In studies by Epstein and

Krakower (1974), Hokanson and Burgess (1962a, 1962b), Kahn (1966),
and Taylor and Weinstein (1974) where the provocateur was present, or
thought to be nearby, relatively little critical response was observed.
Stronger remarks were elicited when the expected audience of the crit
icism was only to

be the supervisor of the provocateur (Zillman, Bryant,

Cantor, and Day, 1975;

Zillman and Cantor, 1976) or a similar, com

patible partner of the subject (Pepitone and Reichling, 1955).

Few

studies have directly assessed the influence of the expected audience
on the expression of criticism.

In one study by Kaplan (1975) which

did, no differences in subsequent hostility were noted between an
expected audience of the provocateur or an experimenter.

However, it

should be further noted that the expected audience manipulation was
.
instituted in reference to the subject' s initial criticism of the
investigator after it had been given and not the· subsequent dependent
measure of hostility.

As has been shown in other studies where some

less intense, direct criticism has taken place, subsequent anonymous
measures which are for the experimenter only produce expressions of
strong hostility towards the provocateur independent of earlier response
(Epstein and Krakower,

1974;

Wheeler and Smith·, 1967).

Goldman, Keck, and O'Leary, 1969;

As Kaplan (1975) indicated, the expected

5

audience manipulation was procedurally quite weak.

On the whole, it

would seem that more criticism can be elicited in the absence of the
provocateur with certain types of expected audiences.
With the provocateur as the audience, two related factors which
have been found to affect critical responding are status and potent
ial threat of retaliation.

Worchel

(1957)

reported that critical re

marks about a frustrating experimenter were not as intense or frequent
when made directly to the experimenter as when they were given to his
assistant in his absence, or within the context of a discussion about
student opinions of "campus irritations" (p.

(1955)

239).

Thibaut and Riecken

observed a similar inhibition of verbal counterattack from Air

Force reservists when the instigator was a higher ranking officer.

In

studies using hypothetical situations in which aggression could occur,
subjects reported that they would be less likely to aggress against
high status individuals (Cohen,
Weltz,

1955;

and

1951).

Mosher, Mortimer, and Grebel
study

Graham, Charwat, Honig,

(1967)

cited evidence from their

that less powerful delinquent males inhibited their expression

of verbal aggression against other males who might retaliate.

In

studies using shock as a counterag8ressive response, subjects have
inhibited responding when it was expected that the provocateur would
be allowed to retaliate (Donnerstein, Donnerstein, Simon, and Ditricks,

1972;

Hokanson,

1971;

Quanty,

1976).

While there is very little

direct evidence concerning the effect of retaliatory threat on critic
al expression, it is quite probable that subjects would be reluctant
to respond critically if they thought that such behavior would evoke
further aversive verbal attacks from the instigator (Dengerink,

1976).

6

The antipathy of being criticized is suggested by Taylor and Wein
stein's (1974) finding that the predominant response of criticized
subjects was to leave the situation when given an appropriate opport�
unity to do so.
Much as the removal of the provocateur as the expected audience
has facilitated critical expression eo too has the provision of
anonymity to the subject.

In physical counteraggression studies using

shock, subjects in conditions where they could be identified or held
solely responsible for their actions by the insulting confederate or
the experimenter engaged in fewer aggressive acts than subjects who
believed they were acting in total anonymity (Bandura, Underwood, and
Fromson, 1975;
stein,

Diener,

Donnerstein,

Westford,

Simon,

Dineen, and Fraser, 1973;

and Ditricks, 1972;

With regard to verbal counteraggression,

Zimbardo,

Donner

1969).

lower levels of observed

hostility have been noted in experimental conditions requiring subjects
to make a nonanonymous critical rebuttal to an insulting confederate
in the absence of aggressive models or strong experimenter encourage
ment for such criticism

1952;

Coules,

(Rosenbaum and DeCharms, 1960;

Wheeler and Caggiula, 1966;

Thibaut and

Wheeler and Smith,. .1967).

As mentioned earlier, when anonymity is provided on subsequent ques
tionnaires,

subjects who have engaged in direct physical or verbal

counteraggression do continue to express strong hostility towards a
confederate provocateur (Epstein and Krakower, 1974;
and Shope,

1973;

1975;

Goldman,

Keck,

Wheeler and Smith, 1976;

however,

Geen,

Stenner,

and O'Leary, 1969;

Green and Murray,

Zillman and Cantor,

1976).

As yet,

the facilitation of critical expression through the provision

of anonymity to subjects has not been directly demonstrated.

It appears that the experimenter and peer-group members effective
ly influence the definition of "social reality" (Festinger, 1953) in
verbal aggression studies and thus set as referents for the definition
of appropriate behavior in such settings.
Rosenthal (1966) suggest,

As Goffman (1959) and

there may be a general desire on the part of

subjects to present a favorable impression of themselves, and therefore
not to engage in any communication (e.g., criticism) which would be
inconsistent with this characterization.

Hewitt and Goldman (1975)

found that individuals who replied to an attack by refuting criticisms
in a calm, friendly, and courteous manner were perceived most favorably
by observers.

This may represent the ideal response which subjects

wish to emulate.

As might be expected then, the provision of instruct

ions, social support, and aggressive models has tended to facilitate
critical counterresponse.
In a replication of a study by Rosenbaum and DeCharms (1960) in
which only a meager degree of critical counterresponse to a provocateur
was observed, DeCharms and Wilkins (1963) found more frequent express
ions of hostility when subjects were given instructions which encourag
ed such behavior.

Also, those subjects who either received praise from

another confederate subject or heard a confederate subject criticize
the insulting provocateur increased the amount of hostility which they
themselves expressed towards the provocateur over that of control group
subjects who heard nothing before making their critical evaluation.
Thus, facilitation of critical expression on the part of these subjects
may be respectively attributed to the social support provided by the
complimentary confederate or to the attack norm set by the provision of
an aggressive model.

8

The effectiveness of confederate models for facilitating or
inhibiting the expression of critical response was further demonstrat
ed in three studies by Wheeler and his colleagues (Wheeler and Cag
giula, 1966;

Wheeler and Levine, 1967;

Wheeler and Smith, 1967).

Subjects engaged in more criticism of an arrogant and offensive
confederate subject after hearing another confederate student verbally
attack the aggravator.

Substantially lower levels of counteraggress

ion were observed in conditions where no model attacked the aggravator
or where the experimenter censured the critical model.

These studies

by Wheeler et al. are of particular interest in that the obnoxious
confederate who was criticized made no direct personal attack on the
subject or the confederate subject who modeled the criticism.

This

offers some experimental verification of the common observation that
individuals may engage in criticism of others who have not directly
aggressed against them.
and Rhoads

Goldman, Keck,

and O'Leary (1969) and Goldman

(1973) reported that subjects were also more critical of a

purely frustrating confederate student teacher after they had received
critical notes which they believed were from other subjects.
The facilitative effect of experimenter instructions and social
support for engaging in aggressive behavior has been clearly demon
strated in studies using the delivery of shock to both insulting and
inoffensive confederates
Milgram, 1965;

(Bandura, Underwood, and Fromson, 1975;

Rule, 1974;

Zimbardo,

1969).

Experimenter encourage

ment of critical expression has been used by Kahn (1966), Nelsen (1969),
Green and Murray

(1975), and Ebbesen, Duncan, and Konecni (1975) to

facilitate verbal counteraggression.
insulted control groups,

Relative to nonsupported but

stronger expressions of criticism have been

9

obtained from subjects who received praise from confederate subjects
(Rothaus and Worchel, 1964) or believed they were paired with a
compatible, friendly partner (Pepitone and Reichling, 1955).
In general, those situational factors which may affect the
expression of verbal counteraggression or criticism can be broadly
classified into two categories:

those which facilitate such express

ion and those which inhibit it (Geen, 1976).

Increases in the amount

of criticism expressed by subjects after being provoked may be found
in studies which allow the subject to (a) respond anonymously,
spond to someone other than the provocateur,

(b) re

(c) observe an aggressive

model, and (d) receive instructions and/or social support for engaging
in criticism.

Less verbal expression of hostility can be noted in

those studies containing experimental situations in which

(a)

no anonymity,

(c) the

(b) the possibility of retaliation is high,

provocateur is the recipient of the critical response, and

there is

(d) there is

a lack of social sanctions or instructions for engaging in retaliatory
criticism.
While most studies used a direct, personally insulting confederate
to elicit a critical counterresponse, criticism in re�ponse to indirect
attacks and purely frustrating situations has been observed.

These are

perhaps the more common sources of instigation in typical, everyday
situations.

While various situational factors could be combined to

either promote or reduce critical responding, little systematic research
on the interaction of inhibitory and facilitatory factors has been done.
Criticism and physiological variables.

When subjects are exposed

to psychologically noxious stimulation in the form of an individual who
is disagreeable,

frustrating, insulting, competitive, aggressive, or

any combination thereof, indices of arousal such as heart rate, blood
pressure, skin conductance level, skin resistance response, and muscle
tension reliably increase (Baker and Schaie, 1969;

Epstein and Taylor,

1967;

Hokanson and

.

Gentry, 1970;

Burgess,

1962a;

Gormly, 1971;

Holmes,

1966;

Gormly, 1974;

Kahn, 1966;

Zillman and Cantor,

1976).

Physiological response subsequent to this exposure displays no such
consistency and appears to vary dependent upon arousal level, situa
tional factors, and the form and intensity of the subject's counter
aggressive response (Quanty, 1976).
Hokanson and Burgess

(1962a,

1962b) and Baker and Schaie (1969)

reported a reduction in systolic blood pressure for subjects allowed
to critically counteraggress when compared
to aggress controls.

However,

to angered but not allowed

Hokanson and Burgess (1962a) reported no

such reduction when the provocateur was a high status experimenter.
Vantress and Williams (1972), Schill (1972), and Kahn

(1966) also

reported no such reduction in systolic blood pressure when an experi
menter served as the provocateur.

However, the results of these last

three studies may have been due to factors other than, or in addition
to, the status of the provocateur.

In the Vantress and Williams (1972)

and Schill (1972) studies, the frustrating confederate simply reneged
on a promise to pay the subject for a certain level of performance
while in the Hokanson and Burgess (1962a, 1962b) and Baker and Schill
(1969) studies, subjects were repeatedly harrassed and insulted.

It

is possible that in those studies showing systolic blood pressure
reduction, the subject's arousal was more intense and easier to label
as anger occurring, as it did, in a setting where the provocateur was
of equal status and the experimenter requested a critical response as
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part of the study.
Kahn's

(1966) study supports this view.

While the confederate

was quite insulting, the manner in which the experimenter solicited
the subject's critical remarks gave the appearance that such respond
ing was not part of the experiment.

This may have maintained the

subject's arousal out of concern for his own self-image and the
experimenter's evaluation of his aggressive behavior.

Fishman (1965)

has reported that, compared to low need for approval subjects, high
need for approval subjects engaged in less hostile expression and
maintained elevated levels of systolic blood pressure after attacking
a frustrater.

As Kahn noted,

"Subsequent interviewing revealed that

the procedure was less successful in alleviating aggression guilt and
fear of retaliation than it was in arousing aggression"

(p. 280).

Subjects in Kahn's (1966) study also displayed increases in skin
resistance responses and higher skin conductance levels than provoked
noncritical controls.

No consistent differences in response recovery

were found for muscle tension, finger temperature, or heart rate.

The

only measure showing a decrease in arousal for critical subjects was
diastolic blood pressure.

While decreases in diastolic blood pressure

after making a critical counterresponse have been found elsewhere
(Schill, 1972), Hokanson and Burgess

(1962a, 1962b) and Waters (1970)

obtained different results than Kahn on measures of heart rate and
skin conductance.

Waters (1970) noted reductions in skin conductance

while both Hokanson and Burgess

(1962a, 1962b) and Waters observed

reductions in heart rate for subjects after engaging in critical
counteraggression.

The differences in response on these measures may

be attributable to those same factors which affected the systolic blood
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pressure response.
In general, it would seem that the physiological response which
occurs after the expression of hostile criticism may be a function of
the initial arousal experienced as a result of the instigation and the
situational context in which it occurs.

Engaging in criticism may be

physiologically arousal-reducing when (a) such activity is condoned by
the experimenter,

(b) the potential threat of retaliation is low,

(c) the target of aggression has directly provoked the subject, and
(d) is of equal or lower status to the subject.

The fact that critic

ism may be arousal-reducing in certain situations might offer some
insight into its more common occurrence in everyday social situations.
Criticism and psychological variables.

While situational vari

ables are probably the most immediately relevant factors in determining
critical response, personality factors may facilitate or inhibit such
responding by affecting the individual's cognitive interpretation of
the situation

(Dengerink, 1976;

Megargee,

1971).

Differences in

verbal aggressivity have been reported between repressors and sensiti
zers (Parsons, Fulgenzi, and Edelberg, 1969) and between individuals
scoring,high or low on tests measuring the need for social approval
(Crowne and Marlowe, 1964;

Fishman, 1965;

Taylor and Weinstein, 1974),

guilt (Schill, 1972), and self-esteem (Rosenbaum and DeCharms, 1960).
These results suggest that personality factors may play an important
m.e4iational role in the expression of criticism in various social
contexts (Fishman,

1965).

Knowledge of certain personality variables

may provide relevant information on the relationship between situation
al factors and critical expression.
Similarly, knowledge of the situational variables may be most
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relevant in assessing differences in psychological response after
subjects have engaged in criticism.

There have been few studies direct

ly assessing the subject's perception of himself and his behavior
after criticizing.

When such an assessment has been done, it was usu

ally to determine either the effectiveness of experimental manipula
tions (e.g., Gentry, 1972) or, in studies of catharsis theory, to
determine whether subjects will engage in more, or less, subsequent
critical expression.

In studies where subjects have been given an

opportunity to directly verbally counterattack a provocateur.and then
make another direct critical expression, continued hostile expression
has been found when experimenter instructions or aggressive models
sanctioned such behavior (DeCharms and Wilkins, 1963;
and Konecni, 1975;

Wheeler and Smith, 1967).

Ebbesen, Duncan,

In the absence of these

factors, a reduction in expressed hostility was noted on the second
occasion relative to provoked subjects not given an initial opportunity
to aggress (Pepitone and Reichling, 1955;

Thibaut and Coules, 1952).

However, Quanty (1976) has cited evidence to suggest that these results
might have been due to an increase in hostility on the part of provoked
control subjects not given an initial opportunity to aggress rather
than a decrement in hostility for those who were.

He noted that

provoked subjects who were interrupted before replying to an insult
were reliably more hostile than those allowed to an immediate reply.
As stated previously, subjects who were allowed to respond

anonymously on a second occasion displayed strong expressions of
hostility towards the provocateur (Epstein and Krakower, 1974;
Stenner, and Shope, 1975;
and Murray, 1973;

Goldman, Keck, and O'Leary, 1969;

Mallick and McCandless, 1966;

Geen,
Green

Wheeler and Smith,·
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1976;

Zillman and Cantor,

1976).

As might be expected,

subjects not

provoked at all showed less critical response than provoked subjects
when asked for a second time to express their opinion of the confeder
ate

(Epstein and Krakower,

1969).

Interestingly,

1974;

Green and Murray,

1975;

Nelsen,

such differences were not found between insulted

and noninsulted subjects on their perceptions concerning the intensity
of their criticisms or the distress it would cause the provocateur

1974).

(Epstein and Krakower,
In general,
ed,

it would �ppear that once criticism has been express

subsequent expressions of dislike towards the provocateur will be

as intense.

Such responding may be due to self-instigated arousal

brought about by recall of the initial provocation and hostile express
ion

(Bandura,

1973),

or it may represent an attempt on the pa�t of an

individual to maintain some degree of cognitive consistency with his
initial response

1966).

(Kahn,

Quite possibly both factors may be of

importance.
In studies assessing the mood of subjects after engaging in
ver�al counteraggression towards a confederate, provoked subjects have
reported greater anger
Smith,
fear

1967),

(Gentry,

less happiness

(Wheeler and Smith,

(1969)

1972;

(Schill,

1967)

Nelsen,

1972),

1969;

Wheeler and

and more depression and

than nonprovoked controls.

Nelsen

also noted stronger self-ratings of anger in provoked subjects

who were permitted to verbally aggress than in those who were not.
However,

such results were not found by Baker and Schaie

anxiety nor by Gentry

(1972)

(1969)

on

on scales of .happiness or depression.

While the feeling of being more angry after being provoked and criticiz
ing is not unexpected,

it does appear that critical expression may also
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adversely affect other emotional self-perceptions as well.
the conflicting results indicate,
some caution.

However, as

this view should be accepted with

Certain situational factors may have had a mediating

effect on postcritical emotional self-perception.
In those studies showing negative changes in emotional self
perceptions, the provocateur either did not directly attack the sub
ject or engage in repeated,
in the Baker and Schaie

personal insults.

(1969)

harrassed and frustrated.

Such was not the case

study where subjects were repeatedly

In the Gentry

(1972)

study, a white confed

erate reneged on a promise to pay a black subject for a certain level
of performance stating that the subject had not tried hard enough.
Relatively speaking,

the experimental situation in those studies show

ing negative changes in self-perception may not have seemed as
appropriate for counteraggression as those in which no: change in self
perception waa noted.

Subjects who verbally counteraggressed under the

less arousing instigations may have felt more displeased with themselves
because of their hostile verbal behavior than subjects in situations
where countercriticism was more acceptable.
Support for this possibility

comes

from another experimental

group in the Wheeler and Smith

(1967)

aggressive confederate model.

Subjects in this condition engaged in

study who were provided with an

stronger hostile remarks than provoked subjects with no model, but
did not show any changes in self-reports of anger, fear, or depression
from nonprovoked control subjects.

Quite possibly the model provided

subjects with the cognition that critical expression is quite accept
able in the experimental setting and self-recriminations are unnecess�
ary.
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In general it would appear that the psycholog�cal response which
accompanies the expression of criticism may be highly dependent upon
the audience or expected audience and whether or not such expression
is condoned by them.

This would seem to be particularly true under

conditions of moderate or low instigation.
ly relevant research,

Due to the lack of direct

the specific situational factors which affect

postcritical psychological response are unclear.
In summary,
ed audience,

social situational factors such as audience or expect

status, threat of retaliation,

anonymity,

modeling, and

social support have been implicated in the counteraggression literature
as affecting the expression of criticism.
ion,

Subsequent to such express

both physiological and psychological variables have been observed

to respond differentially to variations within the social context where
criticism is expressed.

The finding that, under certain conditions,

the expression of verbal hostility can reduce levels of physiological
arousal suggests that it may have reinforcing properties.

The per

ceptions which an individual has of his criticisms, the provocateur,
and himself vary, quite possibly as a function of the same variables
which affect the initial expression of criticism.

In general, once

a critical response is elicited, subsequent responses tend to be as
critical.

Either no change or more negative emotional self-percept

ions have been found after engaging in criticism.

There have been no

reports of more positive self-perceptions after such verbal behavior.
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Theoretical Model for Criticism
Adapting Schachter and Singer's

emotion,

Zillman

(1972)

(1962)

two factor theory of

has developed a two factor theory of aggressive

responding which may provide a broad framework for conceptualizing
the interaction of situational variables with the expression of
criticism and subsequent physiological and psychological response.
Basically, Zillman
Day,

1975)

(Zillman,

1972;

Zillman,

Bryant, Cantor, and

has proposed that both physiological arousal and cognitive

labeling interact to determine the response which an individual will
make to a provocative situation.

In those situations where a noxious

stimulus produces arousal, various personality and situational factors
will interact to determine the cognitive label which the individual
ascribes to the stimulus, his own emotional state,
in which he engages.

and to the behaviors

If the situation changes or the individual's

response to the provocative stimulus produces a change in his cognitions
of the situation,
arousal.

there will be a subsequent alteration in his level of

If the individual cognitively labels the change or his

response as appropriate, or effective, in dealing with the provocation,
arousal will be reduced.

If the response is labeled as inappropriate,

or ineffective, arousal may by maint'ained or enhanced.

(1976)

has expressed a similar hypothesis:

Dengerink

"Internal and external

events may combine to form a complex set of stimuli which a person
processes prior to engaging in aggressive behavior" (p.

82).

Zillman has further postulated that when response to provocation
is extreme, aggression will occur regardless of situational inhibitions.
However, when provocation is low, engaging in hostile acts is unlikely.
Bandura

(1973)

made a similar observation noting that under low
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instigation conditions, individuals are likely to be more heedful of
how their actions may affect both themselves and others.

It might be

inferred that under conditions of low provocation arousal,
factors are of increasing importance to the individual.

situational

From Zillman's

point of view, level of physiological arousal and reduction along with
cognitions play an important role in the expression of criticicm.
Support for this two factor view of aggressive responding has come
from studies by Geen, Rakosky,
Zillman and Johnson

(1973),

and Pigg

(1972),

and Zillman,

Hokanson

(1974),

Katcher, and Milavsky

Further evidence may be found in studies by Zillman et al.
and Megargee

(1971)

(1972).

(1975, 1976)

demonstrating the expression of hostility at high

levels of anger-labeled arousal in spite of social restraints, and from
studies by Berkowitz,
Harris

(1976)

Lepinski, and Angulo

(1969)

and Fisher and

reporting inhibition of aggressive counterresponse at

low levels of provocation.

Hokanson's

(1961)

and Gentry's

(1970)

findings of a significant positive correlation between level of
arousal as measured by blood pressure and,

respectively,

pressure per

electric shock or number of shocks given to a provocateur lends addi
tional credence to the theory as does Hokanson's

(1961)

report of a

significant negative correlation between pressure per shock and level
of systolic blood pressure during a final rest period.

(1965)

Fishman

made the observation that, in her study, all subjects expressed

more hostility as the situation became more appropriate for such
behavior.
Since it has been shown that reduction of elevated levels of
arousal may have reinforcing properties

(Berlyne,

1967)

and that,

dependent upon many of the situational factors discussed, arousal

reduction may occur after engaging in criticism (Baker and Schaie,
1969;

Hokanson and Burgess,

1962a,

1962b), it may be that persons

exposed to noxious or ambiguous physical or psychological stimuli
which produce states of arousal may reduce such aversive arousal by
engaging in criticism of such stimuli.

As Bandura

(1973) has

observed, "People frequently resort to aggressive acts because they
produced desired results that cannot as readily be achieved through
nonaggressive means" (p. 4).

The possible processes through which

this arousal reduction may occur are described by Hokanson (1974) in
terms of escape-avoidance conditioning.

With reference to Zillman's

two factor theory, whether such arousal reduction will take place is
a function of the level of arousal and the cognitive label which the
subject ascribes to this arousal.

It is quite likely that such

labeling is highly dependent upon the situational factors present in
the subject's environment.
Applying Zillman's model to the empirical data thus far reviewed
on criticism, arousal reduction would occur after engaging in critic
ism only if the provocateur's behavior caused an increase in the
subject's arousal level, and if this arousal was cognitively labeled
as anger by the subject in the social context where critical express
ion would be appropriate.

Support for this view can be seen in the

arousal reduction results of studies by Baker and Schaie (1969) and
Hokanson and Burgess (1962a, 1962b) as compared with the maintained
arousal found by Kahn (1966).

The differences in postcritical psy

chological response as a function of level of instigation are also
in accord with Zillman's postulates.

Wheeler and Smith's

(1967) study

demonstrates the importance of situational factors in a subject's
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cognition of a situation and subsequent self-evaluation.
Some hypothetical examples from common situations may serve to
more clearly illustrate this theoretical two factor interaction in
relation to engaging in criticism.

The individual who is prevented

from parking in a particular space because another empty car has
·taken up two spaces is frustrated and aroused.

He impulsively critic

izes the unknown driver of the other car which reduces his arousal
even though his negative opinion of the driver remains.

Because of

the individual's cognition of such behavior as an appropriate response,
it has brought some tension relief.

In a similar situation but with

the individual chauffeuring his parents, the impulsive criticism will
not be as arousal reducing and perhaps even arousal enhancing if the
individual has cognitively labeled his criticism as an inappropriate
and embarrassing response due to the presence of a particular audience.
In a situation where an individual is almost struck by another car
whose driver has been blatantly careless,

engaging in criticism will

only serve to increase the already heightened arousal if the individ
ual's desire is to physically attack the other driver.

Criticizing

will exacerbate the individual's frustration since it focuses his
attention on the angering experience without offering him the desired
opportunity to retaliate physically.
One final aspect which should be noted in applying a two factor
view of aggression to the expression of criticism is the observation
made by Buss (1961) that after aggression has taken place and anger
arousal has subsided, there remains a cognitive residue of resentment
which may serve as a stimulus to later anger and aggression through a
self-arousal mechanism.

Both Bandura (1973) and Konecni (1975a) have
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proposed that the cognitive recall or reinterpretation of past situa
tions or events as sources of anger may lead to self-arousal and subse
quent increases in the expression of aggression.

Thus, a given

situation may not need an overt source of noxious stimulation in order
to elicit criticism;
individual.

instigation may be provided covertly by the

This supposition is supported by the finding that

subsequent expressions of dislike towards a provocateur are generally
as strong as the first.

Purpose .£f Study and HyPotheses

Purpose.

As suggested by the studies on verbal counteraggression,

it would seem that certain social situational factors may affect the
expression of criticism about another individual and the subsequent
physiological and psychological responses which follow.

However,

relatively little systematic data exist on this interpersonal behavior
of criticism.

That information which does exist has come from verbal

counteraggression

studies usually inVolving some type of provocation

directed at �he subject as a means of eliciting verbal counterattack.
While this paradigm offers some information on one set of relevant
circumstances affecting critical expression under direct provocation,
its applicability or generalizability to other, perhaps less intense,
social occasions in which criticism frequently occurs is relatively
unknown.
Individuals are constantly brought into contact with other people
whom they find as obnoxious and annoying but not personally insulting.
That they express their displeasure towards these people, most often
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in their absence, is quite common.

However, the social situational

factors which facilitate or inhibit such expression under these cir
cumstances have not been clearly delineated.

The purpose of the

present study was to investigate, in a laboratory setting, the effect
of two situational variables on the expression of criticism towards
a somewhat arrogant, obnoxious, but not personally insulting individ
ual.

Also of interest in this preliminary investigation was the

effect of these two situational factors on subjects' physiological
response and postcritical psychological response to questions concern
ing their criticism and emotional mood.
The two situational variables, anonymity and expected audience,
were chosen in an effort to approximate some commonly encountered
social settings in which an individual is exposed to a rather disagree
able person and then presented with the opportunity to criticize that
individual with the expectation that the person being criticized may,
or may not, hear about it, and may, or may not, know who said it.

Thus,

the primary focus of the present study was on the effect which these
two situational factors have on the social act of one person engaging
in criticism of another who is absent.

Because of the lack of directly

relevant data bearing on the expression of criticism under conditions
of low provocation, many of the following hypotheses were developed as
highly tentative extrapolations from Zillman's (1972) two factor theory
of aggressive responding and counteraggression studies not directly
concerned with the social act of criticism.
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Hypotheses for criticism and situational variables.

It was

hypothesized that persons given an opportunity to express their
criticism of an obnoxious individual anonymously would be more severe
than individuals who must identify themselves since inhibitions based
on cognitions of possible retaliation would be reduced.

It was also

expected that expression of criticism would be more pronounced when
the expected audience was a person for whom the criticism was irrele
vant (e.g., someone who does not know the target of the criticism
personally) rather than a criticism-relevant expected audience of the
person being criticized.

This outcome was expected since a direct

critical response to the obnoxious, but not personally insulting,
individual might be labeled as a socially inappropriate act of aggress
ion.

It would also be accompanied by a greater potential threat of

retaliation.

Specifically, the expression of criticism was predicted

to be most enhanced when an individual responded anonymously to an
expected audience for whom the criticism was essentially irrelevant,
and most inhibited when asked to do so nonanonymously with an expected
audience of the target person himself.

Intermediate levels of

critical responding were proposed to occur when a facilitatory factor
such as anonymity was combined with.an inhibitory factor such as an
expected audience of the criticized person.

It was presumed that the

provision of instructions and social sanctions by the experimenter
for engaging in criticism would be sufficient to offset any general
inhibition in responding due to only a mild degree of provocation
(Bandura,

1973;

DeCharms and Wilkins,

1973).
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Hypotheses for criticism and physiological response.

Using

physiological indices of arousal, it was expected that individuals
asked to express criticism of an obnoxious individual would be physio
logically aroused regardless of varying social contexts (Burdick and
Burns, 1957;

Gormly, 1971;

Gormly, 1974).

Subsequent to engaging in

criticism, it was hypothesized that the reduction in arousal would be
greatest in those conditions where criticism was the strongest, and
least where criticism was the weakest.
Zillman et al.'s (Zillman, 1972;

This conjecture was based on

Zillman, Bryant, Cantor, and Day,

1975) theory that cognitive labeling and arousal interact to determine
critical response.

It was presumed that individuals who engaged in

stronger expressions of criticism towards an obnoxious individual would
do so under the cognition that such behavior was socially appropriate
and therefore would manifest a reduction in arousal level.

Weaker

expressions of criticism which would reflect a label of social inappro
priateness would not demonstrate arousal reduction.
In conjunction with the hypotheses presented in the criticism and
situational variables section, it was proposed that under conditions
of anonymity and an expected audience for whom the criticism was
personally irrelevant, greater physiological arousal reduction would
occur than in conditions where an individual expressed criticism
nonanonymously with the expectation that the person being criticized
would hear the comments.

Intermediate levels of arousal reduction were

expected to occur when a factor which was presumed to facilitate the
expression of criticism was combined with one which was expected to
inhibit it.
Since there was some evidence to indicate that they may be
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related to individual differences in physiological arousal, Eysenck's

(1967) two basic personality dimensions of extraversion-introversion
(E) and neuroticism-stability

(N) were employed as covariate controls

for physiological differences due to personality rather than situation
al factors.

Measurement of these two personality dimensions also

served as a means of assessing the effect of personality factors on
the expression of criticism aCross the various experimental social
settings.

Mayo and Bell

(1971) reported that subject's

N scores were

positively correlated with a questionnaire measure of general hostil
ity, while no relationship was noted between E scores and hostility.
If, in accordance with Eysenck's view, neurotics might be expected to
demonstrate more arousal upon exposure to a stressor such as an
obnoxious individual,

it was hypothesized that

N scores would be

positively correlated with the expression of criticism in all condi
tions since high

N individuals would perhaps be more prone to label

such arousal as anger and then respond with hostile criticism.

It

was also expected that high E individuals would be more reluctant to
engage in criticism of another individual who has not personally
attacked them regardless of any situational factors which might
facilitate critical expression.

A negative correlation between E

scores and the expression of criticism was predicted:

Hypotheses for criticism and psychological response.

Since

previous studies indicated that engaging in criticism of a mildly
frustrating person results in a less positive self-perception
(Schill,

1972;

Wheeler and Smith,

1967), it was hypothesized that

individuals who express criticism of an obnoxious but not directly
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insulting person regardless of the social situation would make a less
positive self-evaluation.

Similarly,

the situational variables of

expected audience and anonymity were also not expected to affect an
individual's perception of the severity of their criticism
and Krakower,

1974).

(Epstein

It was also hypothesized that, given the

cognition of a potentially greater threat of retaliation,

individuals

who criticized under the condition of no anonymity with an expected
audience of the person being criticized would indicate greater feel
ings of restraint in their critical expression.

The least reported

restraint was expected to be found from anonymous individuals whose
criticism would be heard by someone for whom the criticism was
personally irrelevant.

Intermediate ratings of restraint were

anticipated•frcm individuals in situations involving one possibly
facilitory and one possibly inhibitory factor.
Based on results from earlier studies (Ebbesen, Duncan, and
Konecni,

(1966)

1975;

Wheeler and Smith,

1967)

and the suggestion by Kahn

that individuals may wish to maintain some degree of cognitive

consistency with their original response, it was expected that
rated dislike of the criticized individual would parallel the express
ion of criticism towards him.

Greatest dislike would be indicated

under conditions of anonymity or with an expected audience for whom
the etiticism was irrelevant.

Least amount of rated dislike was

anticipated from individuals who criticized nonanonymously with
the criticized person as the expected audience of the remarks.

Chapter 2

Subjects
The subjects were 58 female students randomly selected from a
voluntary subject pool of students enrolled in introductory psy
chology classes at a large urban university.
45 years.

Ages ranged from 18 to

Assessment of experimental reality in an interview at

the end of the subject's participation in the study revealed that
four subjects were not deceived by the experimental manipulation
and were able to express the true purpose of the study.

These four

subjects were replaced by other subjects randomly drawn from the
same population.
Experimenter
The experimenter was a 28 year old male of average weight and
height who acted pleasant but business-like, and presented himself
as a graduate student doing resea�ch on critical thinking and
expression.
Materials
At the beginning of the study,

subject's read and signed a

Consent Information form which explained the nature of the study,
the physiological measures involved, and the subject's freedom to
withdraw from the study at any time.

The form identified the

subject as voluntarily consenting to participate in the study and
authorized the experimenter to collect data on the subject
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(See
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Appendix A for a copy of the Consent Information form).
pleted was Eysenck's

Also com

(1958) short questionnaire for the measurement

of the two personality dimensions of extraversion-introversion and
neuroticism-stability

(See Appendix B for Eysenck's

(1958) question

This scale consisted of twelve descriptive statements to

naire).

be marked either yes, no, or uncertain in terms of applicability
to the respondent.

The first six items assessed the extraversion

dimension while the remaining items measured neuroticism.
The provocative stimulus was a three minute audio tape of
remarks ostensibly made by a male student at the same university
during a presentation in a class on awareness groups.
was,

The student

in reality, a confederate from the Drama department who ex

pressed attitudes and opinions which were not generally endorsed by
most students.

The confederate on the tape also made egotistical

and hostile remarks which would be offensive to most female students
at the university
monologue).

(See Appendix C for a transcription of the

Pretesting of the tape with

40 female students indicated

that the confederate student was viewed as moderately dislikable
and obnoxious.

On a scale from

ing more dislike,
rating of
value of

0 to 100 with higher scores indicat

the confederate student's tape received a mean

73; while on a one to seven scale of obnoxiousness, a mean

5.42 was obtained.

A nine item Self-Report Questionnaire adapted from Geen,
and Shope

Stonner,

(1975) was used as a post session measure to assess the

subject's mood, dislike of confederate, and perception of the criticism
(See Appendix D for a copy of the Self-Report Questionnaire).

The
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first seven items consisted of a semantic differential of seven
bipolar adjectives designed to tap Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum's

(1957) Evaluation (good-bad) factor.

The instructions asked subjects

to describe how they felt at the moment by rating on a seven point
scale for each item.

The seven adjectives were:

good-bad, kind

cruel, unpleasant-pleasant, happy-sad, awful-nice, dishonesthonest, and fair-unfair.
self-evaluation.

Higher scores represented a more positive

Items eight, nine, and ten of the questionnaire

required the subject to indicate a response by placing a mark at
the appropriate point on a continuous 100-mm line whose polar anchor
points for each end of the continuum were "Very Much11 to "Not at
All."

Item eight was an assessment of how much the respondent would

like the confederate student as a friend.

Item nine asked how severe

the subject felt in criticizing the student, and item ten requested
the subject to rate how restrained she felt in criticizing the
student on the tape.

Items were scored so that higher values

indicated more dislike, more severity, and greater restraint.
Physiological Measures
Since the relationship between physiological response and
social events is still at an empirical level (Gormly,

1971), the

choice of an appropriate physiological measure was difficult since
various physiological measures of arousal may not correlate well
with each other (Lacey, 1967).

Stenner (1976) has suggested the use

of more than one physiological index of arousal in order to over
come this limitation and present a more comprehensive, though complex,
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view of arousal.
Using a Grass Model 7D Polygraph'with a Model 7DWU ink writing
oscillograph,

three physiological variables were measured during an

experimental session:

skin resistance level

response (SRR), and heart rate

(SRL),

skin resistance

(HR) (Venables and M�rtin,

1967).

The

usefulness of these cardiovascular and electrodermal measures as
indicants of physiological arousal or activation has been generally
supported by a number of studies which may be found in reviews by
Duffy

(1962,

Schwartz

1972),

Edelberg

(1972),

(1970), and Stonner (1976).

Raskin

(1973),

In addition,

Shapiro and
Thayer

(1970)

has reported a significant positive correlation between selfreports of activation

and heart rate and electrodermal activity.

Using a technique described by Venables and Christie
both measures of electrodermal activity,

(1973),

SRR and SRL, were recorded

on the same channel through a Grass Low Level D-C Pre-Amplifier
Model 7PlE set in the P.G.R.

selection mode and a Grass Polygraph

D-C Driver Amplifier Model 7DAF.

Briefly, this technique involved

the use of a calibrated balance voltage to measure and suppress the
tonic SRL so that SRR's could be Observed as deviations about this
level.

Skin resistance was recorded by a constant current system

which provided a current of 10 microamperes to the recording elec
trodes.

The recording electrodes consisted of a pair of Beckman

9-mm disc s1.lver/silver chloride skin electrodes.

The electrodes

were interfaced with the skin by an application of Johnson and
Johnson K-Y Surgical Jelly

(Edelberg,

1967).

Johnson and Johnson

adhesive tape was used to attach electrodes to the subject.

The
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electrodes were placed on the volar surface of the left forearm just
below the elbow and on the Thenar Eminence of the left hand.

Prior

to placement of the skin electrodes, the electrode site on the fore
arm was prepared by cleaning with alcohol and rubbing with acetone
until a slight pinkness appeared.

The Thenar Eminence site was

also cleaned with alcohol and acetone prior to placement of the
electrode.
An SRR was defined as any negative slope deflection
a decrease in skin resistance)

(i.e.,

of greater than one percent of the

resistance level at the point of deflection

(Edelberg,

1972).

Determination of this response amplitude criterion was derived
directly from the physiological record using a procedure described
by Edelberg

(1967, pp. 45-46).

The frequency of SRRs was the measure

of interest because of the relative simplicity with which this
measure could be computed and Edelberg's

(1967) comments on the

ambiguity of interpretation of other measures
recovery rate)

of nonspecific SRRs.

(e.g., amplitude and

The frequency of response was

expressed in terms of the number of responses which were emitted
during a specified one minute int�rval.

SRL was monitored every

20 seconds of a specified one minute interval

(Edelberg,

1967), and

converted into skin conductance units using a reciprocal trans
formation of resistance units.
Martin

This was suggested by Venables and

(1967) as a conceptually simpler and theoretically more

accurate electrophysiological point of view for measuring electro
dermal activity.

The four measures of skin conductance level (SCL)

for a given one minute interval were then averaged to provide a
single measure of SCL for that minute.
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Heart rate was recorded through a Grass EKG-Pulse Pre-Amplifier
Model 7P6C set to Lead I and a Grass Polygraph D-C Driver Amplifier
Model 7DAF.

The recording electrodes were a pair of standard 5 x 3-

mm silver electrocardiogram limb electrodes which were placed on the
medial portion of the left and right upper arm.

Prior to the place

ment of the electrodes, these sites were prepared by cleaning with
alcohol and acetone till a slight pinkness appeared.

Electrodes were

interfaced with the skin using Beckman Electrode Electrolyte and
held in place with adjustable rubber straps.

Ground for Lead I was

supplied by the skin resistance electrode on the volar surface of the
forearm which is automatically grounded when the Grass Low Level D-C
Pre-Amplifier is set in the P.G.R. mode.

Heart rate was determined

by counting the number of R-waves which occurred within a specified
one minute interval

(Brener, 1967).

Experimental sessions were conducted in an interview room which
was specifically designed for recording physiological variables.

It

was equipped with a microphone, visible to the subject, for the
purpose of recording the subject's comments and a set of headphones
through which the subject received instructions and listened to the
tape of the confederate student.

All cables from the headphones,

microphone, and recording electrodes were connected to recording
apparati which were located in an adjacent room.

The mean room

temperature was 71 degrees farenheit with a range in temperature
from 68 to 74 degrees farenheit.
Physiological recording for an experimental session was divided
into three phases.

Phase one, or Baseline, was comprised of physio

logical measurements taken during the last ten minutes of an initial
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15 to 20 minute waiting period after the electrodes had been
attached to the subject.

Phase two,

or Manipulation phase, consisted

of recordings taken on the subject for five minutes while

listening

to the tape of a confederate student and receiving instructions
which identified the specific treatment condition.
Recovery phase,

Phase three,

or

involved measurement of the first ten minutes of

physiological responding immediately after subjects had criticized
the student,

or recalled v1hat they had eaten.

Design
Using a factorial design, subjects were randomly assigned to
one of six treatment conditions in order to assess the effect of two
variables,

anonymity and expected audience,

on the expression of

criticism and subsequent physiological and psychological response.
After hearing a tape recording of a moderately obnoXious student,
two thirds of the subjects were given instructions to engage in a
critical evaluation of the student while the remaining subjects
were asked to recall what they had eaten in the last three days
(See Appendix E for specific instructions to subjects).
subjects were told that their co�ents would be recorded.

All
While

being instructed to either criticize the confederate student or
recall what they had eaten, half of all the subjects were also
told their recorded comments would be made anonymously while the
others were told to state their name, class, and academic major at
the end of their remarks.

Orthogonal to the anonymity manipulation,

the expected audience of the subject's remarks was also varied.

Half

of. the subjects who were asked to criticize the obnoxious student were

also told that their critical remarks would be heard by an audience
for whom the criticism was personally irrelevant, a psychology
graduate student.

The remaining critical subjects were told that

their criticism would be heard by an audience for whom the criticism
was quite relevant,

the obnoxious student.

Subjects who were asked

to recall what they had eaten were also told that a psychology
graduate student would hear a playback of what they ate.
Specifically, in condition one, anonymity and criticism
irrelevant expected audience

(A-CIR),

subjects were told that their

criticisms would be recorded and played back privately and anon
ymously to another graduate student during the following week in
order to demonstrate the experimental procedure.

In condition two,

no anonymity and criticism-irrelevant expected audience

(NA-CIR),

subjects were given the same instructions as in condition one but
were asked,

for identification purposes,

to state their name,

class,
In

and major on the tape after making their critical evaluation.

condition three, anonymity and criticism-relevant expected audience
(A-CR), subjects were told that, as part of the activities in the
confederate·student's class on awareness groups, their critical
evaluation would be played back privately and anonymously to the
student during the following week after his class was over.

In

condition four, no anonymity and criticism-relevant expected
audience (NA-CR), subjects were given the same instructions as
condition three but were asked, for identification purposes,
their name,
ation.

to state

class, and major on the tape after their critical evalu

For condition five, anonymity and verbalization-irrelevant
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expected audience (A-VIR),

subjects were asked to recall what foods

they had eaten in the last three days after being told that the
physiological apparatus hod to be recalibrated while the subject was
talking.

Subjects were also told that their recollections would be

played back privately and anonymously to another graduate student
during the following week in order to demonstrate the experimental
procedure.

Instructions for condition six, no anonymity and

verbalization-irrelevant expected audience

(NA-VIR),

were the same

as condition five with the exception that subjects were asked, for
identification purposes, to state their name,
after recalling what they had eaten.

class,

and major

Condition five and six were

used as control groups to conditions one through four in order to
assure that any differences in subsequent psychological response
and physiological responding relative to baseline levels was
attributable to engaging in criticism and not just verbal behavior.
Stenner
aggression,

(1976), in reviewing the relationship of arousal to
noted that the actual act of measuring physiological

indices of arousal may possibly contribute to that arousal.

Because

of the possibility that subjects ·might be artifactually aroused in
the first session as a function of their concern about having
electrodes attached to them and being connected to the polygraph,
all subjects were scheduled for a second session in which the
experimental setting and procedure would be more familiar.

In the

second session, subjects were placed in the same treatment condition
as the first session with only minor modifications in the instructions
in order to maintain the subject's belief that the expected audience
would hear their remarks.

Forty-two subjects participated in the
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second session.

The remaining subjects either failed to appear or

had their appointments canceled.
In conditions one through four, dependent variables consisted of
subject's criticism of the confederate student,

physiological response

during the three phases of an experimental session,

and psychological

response to the Self-Report Questionnaire at the end of the session.
For conditions five, A-VIR,

and six,

NA-VIR,

no criticism was elicited

and subjects did not complete items nine and ten on the question
naire concerning such criticism.
were the same.

Otherwise,

all dependent measures

Incorporating experimental sessions as a repeated

measures third factor, the effect of the two treatment variables,
anonymity and expected audience,

on criticism and reponse to items

nine and ten of the Self-Report Questionnaire were assessed in a
2 x 2 x 2 factorial design.

Item eight of the questionnaire which

all subjects completed was similarly assessed in a 2 x 3 x
factorial design.

For analysis of the physiological data, a fourth

repeated measures factor representing the phases of the experimental
session was added yielding a 2 x 3 x 2 x

3

design

(Winer,

1971).

This design offers an efficient.method of assessing physiological
responding both between and within experimental sessions.

Procedure
The experiment was introduced to the subject as one involving
physiological and psychological responses to engaging in critical
thinking and expression.

Subjects began the first session by

completing the Consent Information form and Eysenck's
questionnaire.

(1958)

After this, physiological recording electrodes were

attached to the subject and the physiological recording apparatus
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calibrated.
by Gormly

The experimenter then initiated a procedure suggested

(1971)

and Lykken

(1975)

to estimate the range of a subject's

electrodermal response so that a correction for range of responding
and baseline levels of activity could be incorporated into the
p�ysiological data.

The experimenter entered the interview room and

loudly clapped his hands

three times in front of the subject's face.

The resulting electrodermal response usually represented the highest
measure of skin conductance observed during the entire session.
The subject was then asked to relax and rest quietly for
the next

15

to 20 minutes.

This constituted the Baseline phase of

the experimental session.

At the end of this period, the experi

menter reentered the room,

placed headphones on the subject, and

left.

Subjects were then told,

by the experimenter, through the

headphones that they would hear a tape recording made of another
student at the university who, as part of an exercise in a class on
awareness groups, was supposed to freely express whatever he was
truly feeling a t the time.

Subjects were told that, at the request

of the student's class instructor,

the student had given the

experimenter permission to use the tape in this study.
instructions were prerecorded.

These

Subjects next heard the tape of the

confederate student along with subsequent prerecorded specific
instructions which identified the treatment condition to which the
subject had been randomly assigned.

The Manipulation phase of an

experimental session constituted the period of time between the
beginning of the tape containing the confederate student's remarks
and the end of the specific instructions imposing the different
experimental conditions.
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Dependent upon the particular treatment condition instructions
which they received,

subjects either engaged in a critical evalua

tion of the confederate student or recalled what they had eaten in
the last three days.
of their remarks,

All remarks were recorded.

relax for ten minutes so additional
recorded.

physiological data could be

This ten minute period represented the Recovery phase of

the session.
the room,

At the completion

all subjects were requested to sit quietly and

At the end of this period,

the experimenter reentered

removed the headphones and electrodes from the subject,
Each session lasted

and administered the Self-Report Questionnaire.
approximately one hour.
Upon completion of the questionnaire,

subjects were scheduled

within the next seven days for a second session.
session,

In the second

subjects did not complete another Consent Information

form nor Eysenck's personality questionnaire.

Otherwise,

with only

slight modifications in the instructions in order to maintain the
credibility of the expected audience manipulation,

procedural manip

ulations and treatment conditions were the same as the first session.
At the completion of the se�ond session,

subjects were inter

viewed by the experimenter to determine the effectiveness of the
experimental manipulations and inform the subject as to the true
nature of the study.

Subjects were asked not to discuss the

experiment with other students.

Physiological measures of SCL and HR for each minute of each
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phase of an experimental session were corrected for individual
differences in range of responding using the procedure and formula
suggested by Lykken, Rose, Luther, and Maley

RCR

R

(max)

- R

(1966)

and Lykken

(1975):

(min)

is respectively either the SCL or HR value in the minute
where R
x
being measured and R

(max)

is the highest SCL or HR obtained in any

minute of the experimental session and R

(min)

is the lowest SCL or

HR obtained in any minute of the experimental session.

The RCR, or

range corrected response, value is expressed as a proportion of the
range between that subject's maximum and minimum response.
and Venables

(1971)

Lykken

have presented evidence in support of this

procedure as an alternative to using baselin� meas�res in covariance
analyses to control for intersubject differences in physiological
responsivity.
Using these range corrected values for SCL and HR along with
SRR frequency count, the average response per minute for each phase
was computed.

This yielded a total of nine values for each subject

for each session:

the average SCL, HR, and SRRs per minute during the

last ten minutes of the Baseline phase,

for the five minutes of the

Manipulation phase, and the ten minutes of the Recovery phase.

On the Self-Report Questionnaire, the average response to the
first seven items concerning the subject's self-perception of mood
was computed to provide a single index of the subject's feelings
towards self at the end of an experimental session.

The recorded

critical evaluations made by subjects in treatment conditions one
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through four in both sessions were transcribed and independently
rated by three judges as to how critical the subject was of the
student on the tape.

The judges,

who were naive as to the conditions

of the experiment or the group to which a subject was assigned,

rated

each subject's evaluation of the confederate student in each
session on a scale from one to seven with one representing not
critical at all to seven being very critical.
was labeled moderately critical.
raters were

Scale value four

All possible correlations between

+.76 (� (.001), +.81 (� < .001), +.87 (� < .001)

and the

average rating of each critical evaluation across all three raters
was used as the dependent measure of criticism.

Chapter 3

The following analyses are divided into three main sections corresp
onding to the three major categories of dependent variables: criticism,
physiological response, and psychological response. For the set of phys
iological variables, the analogous multivariate analysis of variance was
conducted prior to the univariate analyses of variance as a control for
multiple inference errors which may occur when a number of univariate
significance tests are computed. Obtaining a significant result in a
multivariate analysis reduces the possibility that finding statistical
significance in a set of univariate analysis is due to chance above the
level of significance set by the experimenter

(Harris, 1975). Further,

as Stroebel (1972) points out, single variables taken one at a time may
not be significant, while a combination or pattern of them is. Covariate
analyses using subject's scores on Eysenck's E and N dimensions are not
mentioned if their relationship to the dependent variables under analysis
is· nonsignificant.
Criticism
The 2 x 2 x 2 ANOVA performed on the rated average criticism scores
revealed no significant main effects or interactions (See Table A, Append
ix F). A Duncan's Multiple Range test was also performed to test the spec
ific hypotheses presented in the Introduction (Nie, Hull, Jenkins, Stein
brenner and Brent, 1975, p. 428; Winer, 1971, p. 196). No significant dif
ferences were found. Descriptively, the mean criticism for each treatment
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condition averaged across both sessions was: NA-CIR
A-CIR

a

3.68,

NA-CR

=

3.68.

c

4.43,

A-CR

�

4.18,

Criticism was greater in those conditions where

one factor which was hypothesized to facilitate a critical response was com
bined with another factor which was hypothesized to inhibit it. Critical ex
pression was the lowest in those two conditions where both factors were hy
pothesized to either inhibit or facilitate such responding.

The relation

ship of subject's E scores to critical behavior approached significance

�

=

-.21 (� ( .10),

but its use in a covariance analysis yielded nonsign

ificant results.
Physiological Response
The three physiological measures, SRR, SCL, and HR, were analyzed in a
multivariate analysis of variance.

A significant main effect for Phases of

the experimental session was found

(!

[6,186]

=

55.54, �

icant second order interactions for Sessions x Phases

�a .01)

and Sessions X Audience (!

Sessions x Anonymity x Audience
Phases x Anonymity x Audience (!

[6,66]

a

(!

.0001).

=

[6,138]

2.86, �a .01)

[6, 66]

c

3.28, �

c

•

007)

[12, 206]

=

1.98, �

c

•

02)

(!

Signif

2.88,

were also noted.
and Sessions x

were the only

other significant interactions observed (See Table B of Appendix

F).

While

of little direct interpretative value, these significant interactions sug
gest that a combination of physiological measures is sensitive to both the
situational factors and sequence of events.
A subsequent univariate analysis of SRR frequency is presented in
Table

1.

Insert Table 1 about here
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Tabla

1

Analysis of Variance for Skin Resistance Response

Source

df

MS

F

p

.33

9.31

0.95

Audience-Aud-

2

18.28

1.86

.16

Anon x Aud

2

22.58

2.30

.11

48

9.82
.74

Anonymity-Anon-

Error

b

Sessions-Sas-

0.30

0.11

Sas x Anon

2.25

0.83

.36

2

10.79

3.97

.02

7.83

.001

Ses x Aud

2

21.30

36

2.72

Phases-Phas-

2

162.42

71.78

Phas x Anon

2

2.00

0.89

Phas x Aud

4

5.59

2.47

.04

Phas x Anon X Aud

4

2.94

1.30

.27

96

2.26

Sas x Anon X Aud
Error

w

Error

w

.0001
.41

Ses x Phas

2

0.02

0.01

.99

Ses x Phas x Anon

2

0.14

0.07

.93

Ses x Phas X Aud

4

13.72

3.18

.01

Sas x Phas x Anon X Aud

4

15.80

3.95

.005

72

1.00

Error

w
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A significant main effect may be seen on the Phases factor (Means:
Baseline � 1. 67; Manipulation

�

•

•

3. 85; Recovery

•

1. 53; ! [2,96) = 71.78,

.0001). Using a Duncan's Multiple Range test, the Manipulation phase

was found to be significantly different at the .05 level from the other two
phases of the experimental session (See Table C of Appendix F). Subjects
emitted more SRRs while listening to the tape of the confederate student
and being instructed to engage in criticism or recall of what they had eaten.
Significant interactions of Phases x Audience (! [4,96) = 2.47, �
Sessions x Phases x Audience (I [4,72)
Phases x Anonymity x Audience CI [4,72)

=

=

•

.04),

3. 18, � = . 01), and Sessions x
3.95, �

�

.005) also occurred.

Each of these interactions was assessed by a Duncan's Multiple Range test
using the means of the treatment cell scores for the various combinations
of interacting factors (See Tables D, E, and F respectively of Appendix F).
The Phases x Audience analysis indicated that SRR arousal was significantly
greater for subjects asked to. engage in criticism than for those vho were not
(Means: CR � 4. 54; CIR= 4. 19; VIR

•

2. 86; alpha level= .OS).

For the

Sessions x Phases x Audience interaction, a Duncan's test further revealed
a significantly greater frequency of SRRs for subjects in the Manipulation
phase of the second session with a criticism-relevant expected audience than
for all other groups.
Figures 1 and 2 are presented to illustrate the Sessions x Phases x
Anonymity x Audience interaction.

Insert Figure 1 about here

Insert Figure 2 about here
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Figure

1
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Figure 2
Mean Number of SRRs per Minute
for Treatment Conditions as a
Function of Phases of Session 2
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In regard to this interaction, it appears that significant variations in
response occur in the second session.

In the first session, initial Base-

line and Recovery phase response rates were not significantly different be
tween groups.

In the Manipulation phase,

only the NA-VIR group was signif

icantly different from the A-CIR group. Within each group, the Manipulation
phase is significantly different from the Baseline and Recovery phases which
are not significantly different from each other.

In the second session,

treatment groups differ across all phases of the session.

The A-CIR and

NA-CR groups are significantly different from the other groups across all
phases with the exception of the Recovery phase where they are only signif
icantly higher than the NA-CIR group.

For the NA-CIR, A-VIR, and NA-VIR groups,

the Manipulation phase did not significantly increase the frequency of SRRs
as it had in the first session.
tensified.

For the A-CIR and NA-CR groups it was in

It is this differential responding during the second session which

is reflected in the significant Session X Audience
and Sessions x Anonymity x Audience

(f [2,36]

(f [2,36] = 7.83, £.

=

3.97, £. = .02)

a

.001)

interactions.

In general, the second session reflected differential responding as a
function of treatment conditions imposed during the Manipulation phase. While
a greater frequency of SRRs was noted for subjects in the CR conditions, the
greatest frequency of SRRs was found for the A-CIR condition.

Subjects in the

VIR conditions and the NA-CIR group displayed a consistently low level of re
sponding across all phases of the second session. Overall, being asked to en
gage in criticism a second time was more arousing except when it was to be
done nonanonymously with the expectation that an audience for whom the crit
icism was irrelevant would hear it.

A general uniformity of response was
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noted in the first session with all groups responding at approximately the
same level at the outset and demonstrating a reliable increase in responding
to the experimental manipulations.
The relationship of subject's N scores to average frequency of SRRs in
each session for all phases combined was significant,�= -.25

(� < .05);

however, it could not be meaningfully used in a covariance analysis due to
heterogeneity of slopes. That is, the relationship between N scores and frequ
ency of SRRs was significantly different from group to group
Pedhazur, 1973).

(Kerlinger and

The correlation coeffecients between N scores and SRRs pre

sented in Table 2 can give some insight into the nature of this covariate by
interaction.

Insert Table 2 about here

As can be seen in Table 2,a generally negative relationship exists between
a subject's N score and frequency of SRRs.

For the A-CIR condition and, to

a lesser extent, the A-VIR group, this relationship continues to hold across
all phases of a session.

This is not 'true, however, for the NA-CR condition

which displays a positive relationship between the two variables in the Man�
ipulation and Recovery phases of both sessions. With reference to SRR, it
would appear that the high N subjects are generally less aroused except when
asked to nonanonymously criticize another student who is expected to hear
the remarks.
Table 3 shows the results of an analysis of variance performed on the
range-corrected SCL scores.
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Table

2

Correlation of Neuroticism Scores with
Frequency of Skin Resistance Responses
across Experimental Sessions and Phases
of each Treatment Condition

Phases
Baseline

Group

Anonymity,
Session
Session

-.66 *
-.67

1
2

Anonymity,
Session
Session

*P. < .05

+.23
-.35

-.04
-.64

-.13
-.02

+.07
-.12

Criticism-relevant audience:

+.25
-.23

1
2

+.60
+.58

Verbalization-irrelevant audience:

1
2

No anonymity,
Session
Session

-.41
-.45

Criticism-relevant audience:

1
2

Anonymity,
Session
Session

Criticism-irrelevant audience:

-.09
+.09

No anonymity,
Session
Session

Recovery

Criticism-irrelevant audience:

1
2

No anonymity,
Session
Session

Manipulation

1
2

-.86
-.19

*

-.44
+.05

Verbalization-irrelevant audience:

-.02
-.01

-.31
+.21

-.so*
+.08

Insert Table 3 about here

A significant main effect was noted for the Phases factor
line =

� =

24.44;

.0001).

Manipulation =

47.70;

Recovery =

(Means:

47.26; K f2,96]

.05

level, than the other two

phases of the experimental session (See Table G of Appendix
icant Sessions x Phases interaction was also observed

.02).

(!_

27.16,

·higher than the Baseline SCL for the second session,
The same was true for the Manipulation phase,

A signif-

[2, 72]

3. 72,

was significantly

20.95,
51.01

however, no differences in the Recovery phases were found
Appendix

F).

Assessment of this interaction with a Duncan's test revealed that

the average Baseline SCL for the first session,

level.

66.26,

Using a Duncan's Multiple Range test, the Baseline phase was

found to be significantly lower, at the

� =

=

Base

F).

at the

.05

versus 43.45;

(See Table H of

No differences between groups in the initial Baseline phase

of the first session were observed indicating that all treatment groups be
gan at approximately the same level
appear that,

as measured by SCL,

(See Table I of Appendix

F).

It would

subjects were reliably less aroused in the

second session during the first two phases.

An almost significant positive

correlation between E scores and average SCL in each session for all phases
combined was obtained!:.=

+.17 (.E_ ( .10).

Its use in an analysis of covari

ance did not alter significantly any of the results presented in Table 3.
Table

4

presents an analysis of variance for range-corrected HR.

Insert Table

4

about here
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Table

3

Analysis of Variance for Skin Conductance Level

Source

df

Anon x Aud
Error

b

F

p

1096.68

0.81

.37

605.35

0.45

.64

2

345.06

0.25

.77

48

1360.25

Anonymity-AnonAudience-Aud-

MS

2

1150.05

2.24

.14

1

12.59

0.02

.87

Ses x Aud

2

1398.56

2.73

.07

Ses x Anon X Aud

2

193.2 4

0.38

36

512.27

Phases-Phas-

2

16986.52

66.26

Phas x Anon

2

477.62

1.86

Sessions-SeaSes x Anon

Error
w

•

68

.0001
.16

Phas x Aud

4

93.44

0.36

.83

Phas x Anon x Aud

4

206.15

0.80

.52

96

256.33

Error

w

Ses x Phas

2

591.33

3.72

.02

Ses x Phas x Anon

2

199.11

1.25

.29

Ses x Phas X Aud

4

121.22

0.76

.55

Ses x Phas x Anon X Aud

4

202.73

1.28

.28

72

158.75

Error
w
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Table

4

Analysis of Variance for Heart Rate

Source

df

MS

F

p

3.55

0.01

Audience-Aud-

2

56.00

0.17

.84

Anon x Aud

2

106.51

0.32

.72

48

330.80

Anonymity-Anon-

Error
b
Sessions-SeaSes x Anon

.91

662.86

4.37

.04

61.46

0.41

.52

Ses x Aud

2

85.46

0.56

.57

Ses x Anon X Aud

2

165.68

1.09

.34

36

151.72

Error

w

.0001

Phases-Phas-

2

17454.54

42.68

Phas x Anon

2

139.05

0.34

Phas x Aud

4

561.68

1.37

.24

Phas x Anon X Aud

4

282.02

0.69

.60

96

409.00
.03

Error
w

.71

Ses x Phas

2

637.34

3.51

Ses x Phas x Anon

2

38.82

0.21

.80

Ses x Phas x Aud

4

421.98

2.33

.06

4

391.72

2.16

.o8

72

181.33

Ses x Phas x Anon X Aud
Error

w
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A significant main effect was found for the Sessions factor

{Means:

sion one =

.04)

42.36;

Phases factor

Session two =

(Means:

30.43; K [2,96]

=

45.42; K [1,36]

Baseline =

42.68,

£ =

43.29;

.0001).

=

4.37,

Manipulation =

£

=

57.39;

Ses

and the

Recovery =

A Duncan's Multiple Range test in

dicated that all three phases were significantly different from each other
(See Table J of Appendix F).
also occurred

=

(E [2,72]

A significant Sessions x Phases interaction

3.51,

£

=

.03).

Assessment of this interaction

with a Duncan's test indicated that mean HR during the Manipulation phase
of session one,

55.62,

and session two,

59.66,

was significantly greater

than all other groups although not different from each other.
Baseline phase of session one,

39.92,

was significantly different from all

other groups as was the Baseline phase for session two,
significantly different from each other,
one,

31.55,

and session two,

29.00,

The lffi for the

47.61.

While not

the Recovery phase HR for session

were significantly lower than the Base

line phases (See Table K of Appendix F).

In general, subjects began ses

sion two with a higher HR than session one, showed a greater HR arousal
during the Manipulation phase, and greater reduction to below Baseline level
at the end of the study.
Almost reaching significance were the Sessions x Phases x Audience

(K [4,72]

=

x Audience

2.33,

£ =

(K [4,72]

.06)
=

interaction and the Sessions x Phases x Anonymity

2.16,

£ =

.08)

interaction (See Figure A and Figure B

of Appendix G for a graphic presentation of this fourth order interaction).
With reference to these interactions,

descriptively it appeared that with

the exception of the VIR groups the second session was more effective in
evoking HR arousal in the Manipulation phase.

This pattern of response

04

somewhat paralleled the SRR data in session two with the A-CIR group show
ing the strongest response during the Manipulation phase followed by the
NA-CR and the A-CR groups.

As with the SRR data,

session one failed to dif

ferentiate between groups.
Correlation coeffecients were computed between criticism and each of
the physiological measures;

no clearly consistent,

were found either across, or within,
certain correlations did achieve

significant relationships

sessions and treatment groups.

statistical significance,

While

they did not

notably exceed the number of correlations which would be expected to reach
significance by chance alone given the number of correlations computed.
On the whole,

session one data failed to differentiate between treat

ment groups but did demonstrate the effectiveness of the Manipulation phase
to induce physiological arousal on SRR and SCL measures.

Subjects returning

to session two displayed varied baseline levels of physiological arousal
and a more differentiated response to the Manipulation and Recovery phases.
Generally speaking, subjects in the CR conditions and the A-CIR group showed
the greatest physiological arousal during the Manipulation phase of the
second session as compared to the VIR controls and the NA-CIR group.

Those

few differences in response occurring during the Recovery phase may be at
tributed to the previously higher levels of responding during the Manipulat
ion phase.

It appears that engaging in critic:ism under various combinations

of anonymity and expected audience in the experimental setting does not re
sult in significantly more or less subsequent physiological arousal than
control groups who recall what they have eaten.

However,

various combinat

ions of anonymity and expected audience do affect physiological response
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while being asked to engage in criticism, especially for a second time.
Psychological Response
Since subjects in the VIR conditions did not answer items nine and ten
on the Self-Report Questionnaire, their data was not included in the multi
variate analysis of variance for the average self-evaluation score and items
eight, nine, and ten. However, their data is included in the univariate
analyses of the average self-evaluation scores and item eight. The multi
variate analysis of variance revealed a significant main effect for the
anonymity factor C! [4,29]

=

4.48, £

=

.006).

No other main effects or

interactions were significant (See Table L of Appendix F).
A univariate analysis of variance for average self-evaluation scores
is presented in Table 5. Analysis includes the data from subjects in the two
VIR conditions.

Insert Table 5 about here

A significant main effect for audience was noted (Means: CIR = 5.59; CR =
5.64; VIR = 6.24;! [2,48] = 5.20, £

=

.009).

Subsequent analysis by a

Duncan's Multiple Range test indicated that subjects who engaged in critic
ism gave themselves significantly lower self-evaluations than the VIR cont
rol groups (See Table M of Appendix F).
BothE scores (!_ = +.28, £ (.OS) and N scores (!_

=

-.26, £<.OS) were

found to be significantly correlated with the self-evaluation scores. How
ever their use either singly, or in combination, as covariates did not signif
icantly alter the results presented in Table 5.
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Table 5
Analysis of Variance for Average Self-Evaluation Score
from Self-Report Questionnaire

Source

df

MS

F

p

0.15

0,20

Audience-Aud-

2

4.12

5.20

,009

Anon x Aud

2

1.00

1.27

.27

48

0.79

Anonymity-Anon-

Error
b

.66

0.37

1.68

.20

Ses x Anon

1

0,03

0.15

.70

Ses x Aud

2

0,06

0.29

.74

Ses x Anon X Aud

2

0.65

2.97

,06

36

0,22

Sessions-Ses-

Error

w
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The analysis of variance for item eight of the questionnaire

(''How

much would you like the student on the tape as a friend?") is presented in
Table

6.

Insert Table

6 about here

Only the main effect for anonymity was found to be significant
A=

74.28; NA

(Means:

85.97;! [2,48] = 5.61, 12_ = .02) with nonanonymous subjects

expressing more dislike of the individual.

An overall correlation of

£ = -.17 (� < .10) was observed between item eight and E scores while the
relationship between criticism and item eight was�=
The analysis of variance performed on item nine

+.34 (£ ( .05).
("How severe did you

feel you were in criticizing?") revealed no significant main effects or
interactions (See Table N of Appendix

F) .

.

The mean score on item nine for

each treatment group averaged across both sessions was:
A-CIR =

NA-CR =

35.44,

37.17, A-CR= 40.04, NA-CIR= 41.53. This is the same ordering of

results as the independently rated criticism scores.

A significant correl

ation between criticism and item nine was obtained , �=

+.26 (£ < .05).

Subjects and raters tended to agree on the strength of their critical re
marks.

A significant correlation between N scores and item nine was also

noted, E_=

-.24 (12_ <.OS).

The analysis of variance for item ten

("How restrained did you feel

you were in criticizing?") is displayed in Table

Insert Table

7.

7 about here
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Table
Analysis of Variance

Source

for Item

df

Anon x Aud
Error
b

8 of Self-Report Questionnaire

MS

F

p

3278.34

5.61

.02

562.38

0.96

.38

2

266.28

0.46

.63

48

583.88

.11

Anonymity-AnonAudience-Aud-

6

2

Sessions-Ses-

248.93

2.68

Ses x Anon

295.56

3.18

.08

74.78

0.81

.45

2

23.42

0.25

.77

36

92.83

Ses x Aud
Ses x Anon x Aud
Error
w

2
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Table

Analysis of Variance for Item

Source

df

7
10 of Self-Report guestionnaire

MS

F

p

5310.76

5.69

.02

Audience-Aud-

1

1113.89

1.19

.28

Anon x Aud

1

58.14

.06

.80

32

933.71

Anonymity-Anon-

Error
b
Sessions:..ses-

75.84

0.26

.61

Ses x Anon

30.90

0.10

-74

Ses x Aud

1

1 35.44

0.46

.50

Ses x Anon X Aud

1

21.29

0.07

.79

24

296.54

Error

w
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A significant main effect for the anonymity factor was observed
A=

NA=

59.09;

40.87; I [1,32)

5.69,

£=

.02)

(Means:

with anonymous subjects

indicating a greater feeling of restraint then nonanonymous subjects.

Con

trary to the hypothesis that they would indicate the greatest feelings of
restraint,
restraint

subjects in the NA-CR condition reported the least feelings of
(Means:

NA-CR

=

35.75;

NA-CIR

A significant negative relationship

=

46.00;

(� = -.24, E

A-CR

<

=

.05)

55.87;

A-CIR=

62.31).

between item nine

and item ten indicated that subjects who felt they were more severe in their
criticism also tended to feel less restrained.

No other significant correlat

ions between items on the Self-Report Questionnaire were noted. Correlations
between physiological measures and items on the Self-Report Questionnaire
also failed to yield any clearly consistent and significant relationships.
Overall, subjects tended to show a consistent response to the items on
the Self-Report Questionnaire over sessions.

Subjects who engaged in critic

ism gave themselves a lower self-evaluation than those who did not, and
those who expressed stronger criticism tended to indicate a greater dislike
of the confederate student.

Subjects who responded anonymously expressed

less dislike for the student on the tape and more restraint in their critic
ism than those who responded nonanonymOusly.

Subjects with high E scores,

in addition to a general tendency to express less criticism, also tended to
dislike the confederate student less and give themselves a higher self
evaluation.

Subjects with high N scores tended to give themselves a lower

self-evaluation and view the criticism as less severe.
While correlations between subject's scores on physiological and psych
ological variables were usually negligible, a certain pattern of response
could be discerned from the treatment group means in the second session where
physiological responding was more differentiated.

In those four treatment
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groups which expressed criticism in the second session,
the lowest

arousal

during the Manipulation phase,

NA-CIR,

greatest amount of criticism and reported the lowest
group showing the most arousal,

the A-CIR group,

that group showing
expressed the

self-evaluation.

That

expressed the least amount

of criticism and had the highest self-evaluation.

Table 8 presents this

ordering of mean values in the second session for criticism,

self-evaluation,

and SRR and HR during the Manipulation phase.

Table

8

Means for Second Session Variables as
a Function of Treatment Conditions

Group

SRR
Hanipula tion

HR
Manipulation

Criticism

SelfEvaluation

NA-CIR

1.94

58.28

5.00

5.09

A-CR

4.42

61.57

4.76

5.32

6.17

68.71

3.85

5.67

6.82

70.85

3.76

5.99

NA-CR
A-CIR

This pattern was not observed in session one.

With reference to session two

then, it would appear that increases in arousal as a function of anonymity
and expected audience led to a decrease in criticism and weaker expressions
of criticism resulted in a higher self-evaluation.
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criticism was a graduate student for whom the criticism was
personally irrelevant.
observed

with

While more expressed criticism was

this criticism-irrelevant expected

it was not significantly greater than the
when

the expected

student.

audience was

audience,

criticism expressed

the dislikable confederate

It was also expected that subjects who engaged in

criticism anonymously would
who were nonanonymous.
difference

between

was

there was

tended
Also,

no significant

On the average,

these two groups.

nonanonymous subjects
anonymous subjects.

be more critical then subjects

Again,

to express more

criticism than

statistically nonsignificant,

of

interest,

to

combine one facilitatory and inhibitory factor,

anonymity with a
(NA-CIR)
audience

and

the fact that the conditions hypothesized

criticism-irrelevant

anonymity with a

(A-CR),

but

engaged

expected

no

audience

criticism�relevant expected

in more critical expression

than

the groups hypothesized to have two facilitatory factors,
anonymity with
(A-CIR),

a criticism-irrelevant expected audience

or two inhibitory

criticism-relevant
to

find significant

factors,

no anonymity with a

expected audience
differences in

(NA-CR),

The failure

critical response as a

function of these situational variables may have

been due

to the inability of the experimental instructions and social
sanctions to overcome a stronger
expression

social norm inhibiting

of criticism towards a stranger.

the
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With regard
hypothesis
more

that

criticism

to

the psychological

the more
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not

neurotic

supported.

have previously indicated
on a
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expression
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found

but significant,
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their

a

variables,
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more
these
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not
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critical expression.
Across

was noted
dislike of
criticism
expression

all

treatment

between

conditions,

the expression

of

the individual criticized,
was

also

positively

of

that

criticism.

a

The

correlated
As

positive

criticism

rated

with

predicted,

rela tionship

and

rated
severity

the
and

of

actual

in

accordance

with actual critical
severity
On

response,

of criticism were

the average,

subjects

criticism

their remarks

means

and

However,

for session two on

self-evaluation

inverse relationship can

be

are

who were asked to
cantly
not.

experiment,

the expression

a perfectly

also had

As hypothesized,

engage in criticism

the socially

of

Treatment groups that

sanctioned

subjects

a signifi

subjects

setting

of criticism

a lower

all

displayed

lower self-evaluation than control
Even in

the ordering

variable

compared,

noted.

score.

if

the

had a higher average level of criticism
mean self-evaluation

conditions,

in the lower

Criticism was not notably

with self-evaluation.

of treatment

rated

found across treat ment

rated

half of the severity scale.
correlated

no differences in

who were

of the

resulted

in a

dimunition of self-esteem.
Ratings of self-evaluation were also
N

scores,

Extraverts

evaluations

tended

than introverts,

to have

low

N

subjects.

between

were

Given the lack of

it would appear

that

subjects

a direct

E and

self
tended

correlation

and subsequent self�

positive

more related to an interaction

than the

N

to

towards themselves than

the expression of criticism

evaluation,

more positive

while high

t o express less positive feeling

related

of

self-perceptions

personality factors

behavioral act of criticizing itself.

Ratings of dislike towards the criticized student
affected

by the situational factor of

anonymity,

were

Contrary
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to the hypothesis,

subjects who

criticized

expressed a

greater subsequent

age

than anonymous subjects,

student

nonanonymously

dislike towards

the

confeder

This would suggest

that perhaps subjects viewed the nonanonymous expression of
criticism as
criticism.

being more socially appropriate than anonymous
Conjointly,

mously may have

the expression of criticism anony�

been viewed as socially inappropriate,

possibility is supported by the fact that

subjects who

expressed

significantly

criticism

greater feelings

of

anonymously indicated
restraint.

O'Neal

have presented evidence which suggests
used

to induce

totally
to

everyone

in

the

are

alone,

or not

their self-consciousness.

Additionally,

Larwood,

O'Neal,

aggression in the presence of

and

a male

Since in all

Brennan

experimenter

experimenter.

study,

female subjects were not anonymous

conditions

experimenter,

a

have

in order to maintain an

occurred

Further,

to

subjects

of the present

anonymity conditions may have

response may

appropriate

were

been made

alone,
more

than a

the male

general inhibition in critical

since all

(1977)

less physical

female

of

(1976)

experiment may serve

have shown that female subjects express

image.

McDonald

that manipulations

anonymity in subjects who

anonymous from

increase

and

This

sex role

those in the

acutely aware

the situation and their own behavior.
T he hypothesized relationship between engaging

criticism

and physiological

arousal

reduction was

in

not found.
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All subjects,

whether they criticized or

approximately the same
physiological
Bryant,

aro usal

the

before

and Day,
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reduction

as
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under

the criticism

anger at
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that anger
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of critical
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the average,
being

even

independent raters judged subject remarks as

less

than moderately critical.

While the relationship

between

and physiological arousal reduction
there

situational factors
was

not significant,

was a significant ef fect of situational factors on

arousal in

the Manipulation phase when

to engage in

criticism.

anonymously with an
was irrelevant,

to criticize

expected

consistently

arousal across all

subjects

audience

showed the highest level of

physiological

nonanonymously

for whom the criticism

Subjects asked

measures.

with the same

expected audience

displayed an arousal level usually equal to,
below,

that

criticize.
audience
levels

of control subjects
Subjects

with a

of the confederate student

usually

not

expected

displayed intermediate

arousal,

It was observed that physiological

that

slightly

with the nonanonymous

displaying more

Manipulation phase

or

who spoke but did

criticism-relevant

of physiological arousal

subjects

were asked

Subjects asked to express criticism

response

during the

of the second session inversely parallels

of critical response.

Those conditions

originally

thought to combine two factors which would facilitate
critical

expression,

expected

audience,

anonymity and criticism�irrelevant

or inhibit it,

relevant expected audience,
and least

critic�sm;

facilitatory

and

no anonymity and criticism

resulted

in

while conditions

inhibitory

factor

the most arousal,

combining

produced

one

less arousal and

more

criticism.

As

more

arousal

less

cism

relevant

potential
however,

and

retaliation

audience

in the

broader

situation

student

group

possibility

priate

peer.

individual

and

group

than

makes

may be that

context
for

This

of

public

might

Under these

circumstances,

directly

the condign

to

the

this

be

greater

groups;
criticism

explanation.

the

represents

most inappro�

an

unknown

somewhat

a brief,

criti

its

anonymity,

condition

be

analogus

to

irritating encounter

turns

after

to

treatment

further

place,

socially improper,

.socially acceptab[e,

of

relatively

anonymity,

criticism of

remarks

Such behavio r

other

might

who after having

some critical

no

societal norms,

expressing

condition

stranger in a

has left.

to

another

stranger

the obnoxious individual

viewed

as

somewhat

particularily

for

surrep-

females.

expressing one1s displeasure

stranger

but also

would

carry

perhaps

with

it

be more

a greater threat

retaliation.
Quite

in the

threat

study between the

audience

ness and
only be

possibly a complex interplay

present

expected

a

the

requires

titious and

of

of the

the

may be att ributed

the even g reater arousal

One

with a

hypothesized,

criticism

audience

for

irrelevant

an

previously

and

potential
evoked

of

critical

the dimensions

threat

under

is

low and

high,

of

of

of

low

occurring

anonymity

social

retaliation.

conditions

retaliation is
response

of

may be

factors

appropriate�

Criticism

instigation

social

both within

and

may

when

appropriateness
the

of

experimental

setting and in general.
study,

Within

the

settings of the present

expressing criticism nonanonymously

audience for
represent

criticism

social

anonymously

would b e most
However,

the inhibitions

an

expected

would seem to
least threaten-

Engaging in criticism

socially

inappropriate

and most

when the potential threat of retaliation
a criticism-relevant expected audience,

against

engaging

anonymous criticism

engaging

irrelevant

circumstances.

increases because of

priate

is

the least socially inappropriate,

ing set of

arousing.

whom

to

in

the socially

inappro

is relatively less than

in the socially more

appropriate

that of

but potentially

more threatening nonanonymous criticism of the target.
indirect support for

these conjectures can

be drawn

relationship between the personality factors of
and extraversion

and the physiological

If we assume,

as

Eysenck

extraverts are more reactive
particularly

of a

social

display more arousal
involvement,
tively,

the

(1967)

to

nature,

of

from

the

neuroticism

response.
has suggested,

situational

that

factors,

and that neurotics may

in situations involving threat

correlation

Some

E and N scores to,

or ego�

respec�

skin conductance level and skin resistance response

may be indicative of

the

proposed dimensions

appropriateness,

or inappropriateness,

of retaliation.

A

of social

and potential threat

positive relationship between extraversion

and skin conductance level

was noted across

conditions with the highest co rrelation

all treatment

occurring in the
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anonymous criticism-irrelevant

expected

audience

group,

the

condition presumed to be the most socially inappropriate for
engaging
to

in

show a

criticism.

lower

level

skin resistance
nonanonymous,

Neurotics,
of

responses

and

of

for

rather

threat

response

from a
than

particular

one

can be

is

frequency
in

treatment

presumed

and

may

present
in which

of

the

group,

to

be

reflect

of

soci�l
on

the

positive

the

salience

critical and

tenative

on

criticism

retaliation

to

personal

confirmation
should be

in

or

viewed

as

the

expected audience.

as

a

social

attack,

only

and

two

situational
The first

impact

of

the

variables

response and

were
act

data
of

any

provisional

Taking a

physiological,

the present study,

physiological

physio

hypotheses

disconfirmation

investigations.

in reference to

of

appropriateness

study.
the

the limited but suggestive
on

diff erential

studies

further

measured

This

retaliation

the behavioral,

noted

anonymity

of

of

hypothesis

of

of

in the

the

evidence pending

responses

by

However,

for neurotics and

dimensions

manner

dearth

which supports

overview

retaliation

extraversion

hypothesized

Given the
drawn

of

correlations

potential

log ical

group,

neuroticism was found.

relationship
the two

in this

measured

tended

a positive relationship between skin resistance

response and
pattern

as

the other hand,

criticism-relevant audience

where potential threat
greatest,

arousal

on

broad

psychological

general trends
factors

of

trend concerns

independent

the behavioral

act
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of criticizing.
produce strong

Anonymity

and expected audience did not

differences in resporiding,

Those significant

or correlationally interesting results which
noted in the second session.

did occur were

These results suggested a

general predilection for subjects who were more aroused
during the experimental

manipulation to

criticism.

with the failure to

This,

along

engage

in less

find significant

differences in critical response across all treatment
conditions,

might be taken to imply that

or reticence to criticize had occurred.
significant
within the

response

was

experimental

differences in

due to
setting

other

a general inhibition
That this

relevant

was indicated

13ck of

social

factors

by the observed

psychological response which comprised the

second general trend,
Significant
were noted

on the

and consistent effects across both sessions
psychological

subjects were ostensibly

measures

obtained

created b y the experimental manipulation,
i n critical response were not significantly
between g roups,

subsequent perceptions

the confederate student were.
lations

conveyed

subjects is

a sufficient

While differences
different

of that

behavior

and

That the experimental manipu
degree of

reality to the

revealed by the significant effect expressing

criticism had on subsequent self�evaluations,
reacted to

after

removed from the social situation

the instructions and

totally dispassionate manner,

Had subjects

engaged in criticism in a

as merely fulfilling the
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request

of

the experimenter,

significant
for

it is doubtful

reduct ion in positive

whether the

evaluation

which occurred

critical subjects would have been observed.

who engaged in criticism,
during

that

dislike

expression

towards

the presence or

affected

For subjects

lack of anonymity

the subsequent

the criticized individual and

rating
feelings

restraint in making that criticism.

Thus,

factors,

the expression

while

not notably aff ecting

criticism i n the present study,
subjects'

subsequent

criticized,

and

Methodological

as the

sanctions
most

of

themselves,

target

of

promoting

however,

the

the provision of

criticism along

critical

rather

person

factors

with

a student

instructions

and

expression would have overcome

towards

engaging in such behavior,

of anonymity and expected

audience did not significantly affect
but

the

Issues

subject inhibitions

Since,

of

own critical behavior,

It had been expected that
peer

of

situational

differentially influenced

perceptions

their

of

the act of

criticizing

related physiological and psychological response

variables,

it

can be assumed that

other

social

factors

embedded in the experimental settings discouraged the verbal
behavior of criticism.
in critical
more
and

differences

response has also been noted in studies where

personal
Krakower,

suggested

This failure to elicit

and direct

1974;

earlier,

provocation

Taylor and

was employed

Weinstein,

a societal norm

1974),

inhibiting

(Epstein
As

the expression

of criticism towards a stranger of equal status in
presence

of a male may

have

been involved

the

especially

under

conditions of anonymity.
If this was the case,
present methodology could
responding.

The

use

certain modifications in

be

of an

employed to

experimenter

facilitate
of the

same

the subjects in conjunction with a manipulation
to

to

the subjects a belief of anonymity towards that

menter might be
difficulty
sense

used.

A

possibility,

and effort which may be

of anonymity

to

subjects,

with a critical model.
dardized

second

critical

tape

of

Smith,

1967)

(Wheeler

al.
in

serve

which

demonstrates

responses can
behavior can,
study,

in an

in

subject said

1976 ;

be

�ffective

Wheeler

and

response.

be facilitated by providing

Rule

rationale for making

(1974) has presented evidence

that stronger physically aggressive

occur when the
some

effort

a

to disinhibit a

Cagguila,

subjects with a socially acceptable
strong critical remarks.

experithe

hear a stan

eliciting a more intense critical

Criticism might also

convey

provide

This was fo und to
and

critical
sex as

is to provide subjects

what a previous

critical response.

by Wheeler et

to

Allowing subjects to

about the confederate student may
subjects'

required

given

the

way,

subject

help the

to be more

believes
target.

analogus

settings in which criticism might occur,

to

that
The

such

present

naturalistic

failed to

provide

subjects

with

expressing

any

special,

criticism

prosocial

other than

as

justification for

a

requirement

for

the

experiment.
While
responding
data,

taken

general

as

Since

another

may

reserved for,
study

this

titiously.

can
or

be

seem

to

activities

in

to,

concomitants,

be

group

done

to produce a
a

that

subject

may

is chiefly
attempts

especially

interactions

certain

provide a

outcome
selfish

so that it

more

appropriate

acquaintances in which

evoking critical
At

an

play.

end of

assessment
This

problem

of

appears that

or aggressive manner may

method for

make

parameters

of irritation

experimenter controls communication between

the

surrep

involving

whose

level

to

its

of critical response.

three person game played by

acted in a

criticism

somewhat

tasks

other

more appro

acquaintances,

must

or larger

analysis

even

the

that

engaging in

laboratory settings,

acquaintances engaged in

accurate

be

one

of those

study,

indicate

be

subjects.

the

present

approaches may

and expressed

manipulates the
has

facilitate critical

the

that

manipulated

A
the

would

may

would appear

Dyadic

or

of

it

frustration in

and

context

whole,

behavior

physiological

friends

a

modifications
the

methodological

priate.
of

these

within

a

what

comments

game,
they

paradigm would be
of heightened

from

the

more

of

the

naturalistic

self-consciousness

be

a useful

other two

subjects could
thought

players and
one player

be asked

to

other subjects'
and reduce

about

criticizing.
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The factors of

anonymity and expected audience could be

manipulated by varying instructions about the disposition
of

their assessment to the other subjects or the experimeter.

These factors could be further studied by the
a stranger with two friends,

inclusion of

or a design using three

strangers.
In

addition

to the failure of the experimental

manipulations

to reduce

inhibitions towards the expression

of criticism,

other methodological factors have limited the

generalizability and interpretability of the
The present
criticism
suggest
than

of

target.
tend

it is possible

study's

results.

employed female subjects engaging in

(Bandura and

critical and
of

a male

that females

males

1974),

experiment

Since there is

to

some evidence to

be more verbally

Walters,

1963;

aggressive

Epstein and Krakower,

that males would have been even less

perhaps more sensitive to the potential threat

retaliation.

On the other hand,

the proposed inhibition

in critical response in the presence of an opposite sex
experimenter would not have occurred.

The present study

offers no insight into these sex differences.
While results failed
ences in

to show any significant differ

physiological recovery between subjects who engaged

in criticism

and those who merely spoke,

not reflect the inability of criticism
arousal over that of

this finding may

to reduce physiological

verbalization control groups,

but rather

the effectiveness of the irrelevant verbalization to reduce
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physiological arousal equally well.
(1975a)

and

Zillman and

evidence to show that,

Johnson

Kaplan

(1973)

(1975),

Konecni

have all presented

after provocation,

engaging in a

distracting task can reduce subsequent physical counter
aggression while

Hokanson

(1974)

has demonstrated how,

dependent on reinforcement history,

a variety of responses

to the same situation can lead to physiological arousal
reduction.

If we assume that subjects in the irrelevant

verbalization control groups found the thought of engaging
in criticism

of a stranger in the presence of a male experi

menter as a somewhat socially aversive task,

then the request

to recall what food had been consumed recently may have
served as an effective,

arousal-reducing avoidance response.

It is possible that subjects instructed to listen to the
confederate student and then to simply think about
critical

their

evaluation would maintain their level of arousal

over subjects who criticized or simply talked.
suggested by

Bandura's

(1973)

This is

self-arousal hypothesis that

thinking about an irritating experience can induce or
maintain a state of

angry arousal;

Thibaut and

Coules

(1952)

reported that provoked subjects who had to wait without
distraction before being allowed to aggress were more
hostile.
sex

of

various

Further research investigating such factors as

subjects

and experimenter with the

nonverbal

control

groups is

inclusion

of

indicated for a more
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comprehensive
in critical

analysis of

tion was less
exploratory

than

the

indicates,
social

arousal.

It

study
Asking
quite

the

social

also

the

act

is

offers

not.
a

of

to

can

how

than in the
relied on
a

criticism,

has

the

physiological

in criticism

under

effects on

psychological response
can

be

while

the
of

it

attributed to

affected

the

actual

methodology

lowering

in criticism

by

the

verbal

of the

self-esteem.
appears

to

be

this respect.

from the

more

verbal,

present

higher

study.

levels

under the

The

earlier
and to

These

of

studies

instigational

levels

of

on

a lesser extent,

frustrating,

disconfirmation

mild

were based

studies in which

disagreeable,

counterresponse.

hypotheses

the

way

engage

purpose of

differential

criticizing

counteraggression

usually

As

engage

situation

rather subtle

the

areas of investi

Implications

extrapolations
physical

new

must be

have

Interestingly,

efficacious in

served

studies of

The hypotheses discuss e d

was

factors involved

preliminary investiga

occasion.

shown

an individual to

Theoretical

has

which

request

parameters of the

behavior

it

future

situations

has

follows

social

a

of this

identifying

importance

as

various

which

optimal,

With regard to

experiment

data

methodology

research in

demonstrated
the

situational

expression.

While the

gation.

the

a

confederate

or insulting

have

typically

arousal to
of

evoke

some of these

arousal employed in

the

present

study

criticism

suggests

is only

that

evoked

the more

in

certain

common

occurrence of

social situations.

further suggests that individuals are

quite

sensitive

It
to

these settings and inhibit critical response when they do
not

exist.

Even

though

settings

did not

critical

response,

themselves

to

the

present

provide a social
certain

theoretical

study's

experimental

environment

trends in

conducive

to

the data do lend

speculation

about the

pattern

of responding.
With reference
and

1975)

Day,

different

two

to

Zillman's

factor

theory,

cognitions to the

the

second

and

expected audience.

session

assumptions that,

as a

levels

function

beyond

the

in

societal norm

the

It is also

to their

behavior

(O'Neal and McDonald,
subjects

were

mated the
student

criticism

1976)

peer would

based on

male

against

being

the

experimenter,
anonymously

one does not know
the

further

assumption

sensitized subjects

in

those

and its inappropriateness
conditions in which

critical more

conditions in

occur.

Cantor,
attributed

factors of anonymity

before a

while those

nonanonymously

naturalistic

the

based on

provision of anonymity

conditions

of

another individual whom

1959).

(Goffman,
that

have

general reluctance of all

there is a
critical of

Bryant,

may

of arousal displayed in

This suggestion is

subjects to engage
broader

(Zillman,

subjects

closely

appropi

which criticism of

a

in

subjects

the

request

experimenter's

as

arousal

due

particularly
expected

this

to

would

nonanonymous
request
own

as

less

then

different

different

criticism-irrelevant

who

parallels

with

is not

an

the

the

the

present.

anonymity,

least

social

While
It

and

nonsignificant,

would

also

be

arousal

should be

should

show

condition most
an

situation where
criticizes a

the

psychological

nonanonymous,

the

treatment group

and

to

and

subjects

criticism since this

acquaintance

these_ expectations.
in

their

confederate

the

applied

Nonanonymous

audience

greatest amount of

closely

experimenter's

the

of critical

anonymous subjects,

more critical than

meets

were

labels

patterns

follow.

responding should

the

a

the

and labeled
to

expected

avoiding

of

in

perceived

due more

as

this

with

a means

as

inappropriate

of arousal

anonymity

the

in

remarks.

If these
states,

socially

criticism-irrelevant

so

Subjects

have

may

conditions

lower level

student's

acceptable

retaliation.

of

of

be

would

This

anonymity

since

group
more

be

threat

potential

anonymity,
and less

group,

higher level

their

the

socially

as

criticism

request.

deviant

the

in

true

audience

criticism-relevant
audience

to express

and subsequently label

inappropriate

to perceive

tended

anonymity conditions

that

quite possible

it is

assumptions,

these

Given

individual

third
the

expected

person

data supports
that subjects

criticism-irrelevant group would express

criticism

since the

social

inapprop riateness

of

engaging
salient
in

the

in

criticism

than the

under these

learn

nonanonymous

about

their own
Applying
study,

criticism-relevant

it

due,

should

their

Bem

own feelings

and

and

be

part,

with

to the

subsequently

aggressive

act.

disliking

the

subjects,

on

criticism,

target
the

experimenter's

be as

was

less

However,

of

as

such

them

by examining
which

response

it

occurs.

in the present

remarks
as

an

themselves
more.

would

as

as

Anonymous

a result

be less

who

arousal

retrospectively view

arousal,

of

their

the

likely to view

Rated

aggressive act.

dislike

would

since their criticism

by the

student's

in

items

their

behavior

view

criticism
would

that

anonymous subjects

of

confederate

feelings

an

significant

these speculations.

expec

that individuals

student's

critical
should

They

their reported

The

cognition

confederate

their

an

determined

Questionnaire

the

other hand,
with

great for

present

This

attitudes

psychological

their

greater since complying
would

(1965)

circumstances in

they

request.

their criticism
not

view

Hence,

along

group.

retaliation

expected that nonanonymous subjects

criticism

in

the

of

be more

data.

by

theory to

would

by the

proposed

behavior

engag�in
was

been

Bern's

would

more diffuse potential treat

tation was also supported
It has

conditions

with

of restraint

remarks.

would

be

the experimenter's request

unfavorable

results

manner.

obtained

dislike and

on the

restraint

The observation that

Self-Report

conform

nonanoymous

to

subjects tended to have lower self-evaluation scores would
also be expected since these subjects would be more inclined
to view themselves as having engaged in an aggressive and
discrepant act

while

as having engaged

in

anonymous

subjects would view themselves

only a discrepant act.

While these theorizations have been

post hoc,

they do

suggest some testable hypotheses for future research.
a low threat of potential retaliation condition,

With

having

subjects read a prepared criticism of the confederate
student either anonymously or nonanonymously
in

different

criticism.

feelings

should result

of dislike for the target of the

Nonanonymous subjects would express more dislike

since they would be less sensitized to the

social

inappro

priateness of the act and more attuned to its aggressive
aspects.

1972)

Using Zillman's

(Zillman,

Katcher,

and Milavsky,

finding that stronger counteraggression to provocation

could be elicited by increasing a subject's arousal level
through physical exercise prior to the attack,

another

'
hypothesis would be that more intense critical response
should be evoked from nonanonymous subjects by

having them

engage in midly strenuous activity prior to being placed
the experimental setting.

not be expected to occur for anonymous subjects since,
anything,

in

This increase in criticism would
if

they would still attribute their extra arousal

to the experimenter's request.

A

slightly greater inhibition

in responding might even be expected.

A final possibility

would be to have subjects engage in criticism of a neutral,
rather inoffensive confederate student.
would be expected that subjects in the

In this case it
nonanonymous conditions

would view their critical behavior as more socially inappro
priate than anonymous subjects and therefore express less
criticism,

less dislike,

These hypotheses,
from the foregoing

and even more feelings

and others which could be

assumption of low levels

direct
a

forms

different

levels
the

when
of

bulk

They are based on the

of provocation and may be totally

applied to studies using stronger,
provocation.

As

Zillman's

pattern of response may be

of arousal.

more

theory suggests,

expect�d

If one considers the

under high

possibility that

of the verbal counteraggression literature

represents critical responding under high
arousal,

derived

theorizations should be considered to

have only limited applicability.

inaccurate

of restraint.

levels of provoked

then it is not surprising that the original

hypotheses based upon these results are disconfirmed when
tested under conditions of low instigated
Further,

arousal.

since both manipulated and nonmanipulated

situational factors will interact in any given setting,
identification of any one situational factor as effecting
critical response is,
the present

study,

at best,

tenuous.

the effectiveness

facilitate

responding

is

dependent

context in

which it is embedded.

As illustrated in

of anonymity to

upon the larger social
Quite

likely,

the presence,

or absence of other factors

(e.g.,

model,

audience)

in the

experimental setting from study to study may notably change
the response to a manipulated factor.
Further research,
insights

into

must adopt a

if it is to

criticism,

set of standardized manipulable situations in

which to study this behavior.
obtained on

provide some meaningful

the most common form of aggression,

Normative data should be

the amount of physiological arousal these social

paramenters can be expected to induce along with some indica
tion of the cognitive labels or attributions subjects can
be expected to apply to these conditions.
sake of theoretical simplicity,
factors

appropriateness
of retaliation
measures need

of

As presented

critical

are two

perhaps
earlier,

dichotomized,
social

response and potential

possibilities.

Finally,

threat

dependent

to be standardized so that meaningful between

study comparisons can be conducted.
noted,

for the

various sets of situational

should be reduced to broader,

conceptual dimensions.

Further,

As

Kaplan

(1975)

has

different dependent measures will often show different

effects in response to the same manipulation.

Whether these

discrepancies are due to differences in the dependent
measures,

or variations in

the experimental settings,

or

both can not be determined until some standardization is
achieved.
One final

observation intimated in

the results of

the present study and noticed in the field is that criticism
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might be
Given

considered an indirect

the

of both

form

of self-disclosure.

effectiveness of criticism

oneself

and others,

to effect

it is not

should be reserved for those we know,
target or audience of criticism.
verbal

retaliation

physical
on

an

that

individual
we

to those

tend

to

once

stated,

will

always

is

critizing,

it

speak

enough on

to gleam useful

mind.

with

least.

"Never
say

well

criticize

individuals

counterresponse

are

is

the effect

would

the

ill

be

well to

de

would

seem

about the
this

an

and
unkind

Talleyran-Perigord

yourself;

keep

have

circumstances

that subject.''

information

a

can

possibility of

Charles
of

from

criticism
Thus it

most in those

As

whether they are the

consequence

which

documented.

whom

unexpected that it

Though the threat of

seems of little

standpoint,

perceptions

your

If

friends

future

social

studies

act

of

observation

in
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Consent Information

To be read to subject:
The purpose of this study is to explore some of the physio
logical and psychological correlates of critical thinking and
expression, In this study you will hear a tape recording of a
student at VCU,

and you may be asked to engage in a taped crit

ical evaluation of this student.

You will also be asked to fill

out some self-report questionnaires and to allow the experiment
er,

Thomas Beall,

to record certain physiological functions dur

ing the experimental session.

Physiological measures of your

heart rate and electrodermal sweat gland activity will be taken.
None of these measures involve pain.

Do you have any questions.

If you do not wish to participate,
you do choose to participate,
at any time,

please state so now. If

you may withdraw from the study

At the end of your participation in the study, you

will be informed about the specific nature of the study and de
tails of the experimental procedure.

To be read by subject:
I voluntarily consent to be a subject in the study being
conducted by Mr.

Thomas Beall.

Mr. Beall has described the stu

dy to me and has given me the opportunity to ask any questions
I may have about it. I understand that I may withdraw from the
study at any time,

and my data will be deleted from the study

at my request. I authorize Mr.

Beall to record my heart rate

and electrodermal sweat gland activity.

I understand that any

data collected on me will be held in the strictest confidence,
and any publications resulting from this study will insure my
anonymity,
Signed
Date

__
____________________

_
__________
__
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Eysenck•s Questionnaire
For the following 12 questions, answer them as you see fit.
Try to
describe yourself as accurately as you can.
Use the first answer as
Circle the "Y" for "yes" it is is true in
it comes naturally to you.
general, the "?" if you are generally uncertain, and the "N" if it is
untrue for you.
Try not to fall back on the middle "?" answers.

1.

N

2.

N

I am happiest when I get involved in some project that
calls for rapid action.

N

usually take the initiative in making new friends.

prefer action to planning for action.

3,

y

4.

y

N

am inclined to be quick and sure in my actions.

5.

y

N

would rate myself as a lively individual.

6.

y

N

would be very unhappy if I were prevented from making
numerous social contacts.

7

0

y

N

Do you sometimes feel happy, sometimes depressed, without
any apparent reason?

8.

y

N

Do you have frequent ups and downs in mood, either with
or without apparent cause?

N

Are you inclined to be moody?

y

N

Does your mind often wander while you are trying to concentrate?

N

Are you frequently "lost in thought" even when supposed to be
taking part in a conversation?

N

Are you sometimes bubbling over with energy and sometimes
very sluggish?

9.
10.
11.
12.

y
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Tape Monologue

Well, uh, I just want to begin by saying that, uh, I don't
think anyone in here really wants to know about how I really feel.
I mean, you know, your all sitting around this class trying to act
so cool, considering the feelings of everyone up here. But, you
know, we're only interested in ourselves. That's why I think this
exercise is a lot of bull. But I'll do it. And I don't care if you
like what I'm about to say, or not, because, uh, its your loss,
not mine.
I want to begin by saying that I think, no, I know, this class
has been a waste of my time. I came here to learn something, not to
get a diploma like everyone else. You know, if your even halfway
intelligent, this place is easy. I had a scholarship to Duke, but I
turned it down because I knew that this place would be a hell of a
lot easier just by looking around at the dummies that walk around
this place. I mean, the people on this campus are so stupid, espec
ially the chicks. You know even the few good-looking ones I would
consider going out With; they can't even hold a conversation.
You know, I've got a few good friends who graduated a few
years back. They've gone out into the world, and they've been doing
really well. They're not hung up by any inability to relate to
people. And they're not afraid to screw people over if it gets them
what they want. And you know, they've got good friends. I mean, you
show me where being sensitive to the needs of other peolpe will get
me things like they've got, and then maybe I'll start believing
some of this crap.
Well, I guess that should be enough to show everyone here what
�ing honest is really all about. I've done my work in this class,
so I know I'm not going to fail no matter what I say. And even if
I get a D, I'll have enough credits to get out of this place.
You know, one thing bothers me though. I assume a few of the
people around here are as smart as I am. But you know Ythen they
get out in the real world out there, out of this school, they're
just not going to make it. You know that most of the peolpe that
go to this school, no matter where they go to, they just never
seem to know what's really happening. I don't mean it personally;
that's just the way it is, and somebody needs to point it out.
I, well, I guess that should be enough to cover this course re
quirement. You know I wonder if anyone else in here
will tell
the truth like I did.
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Self-Report Questionnaire

For each of the seven scales below, place a mark in the space
that best describes yourself right now. If you feel yourself
to be neutral on the scale place a mark in the center box.
For example:
beautiful

_

:...x.:
...

ugly

If you feel one of the terms very closely describes you,
should place a mark as follows:
beautiful

..x_ :

beautiful

--

:

--

--

:

or
:

:

--

--

ugly

...x__:

--

you

ugly

If you feel one of the terms only slightly describes you,
should place a mark:
beautiful

_x_:

--

:

--

:

you

ugly

or
beautiful

...x_:_

ugly

Please answer all items.

1. good

bad

:

--

2. kind

cruel

3. unpleasant

:

:

--

--

4. happy

--

5. awful

--

6. dishonest

--

:

--

:

:

:

nice

:

sad
--

--

pleasant

--

:

7. fair

:

--

:

:

:

--

--

--

:

:

--

:

--

--

:

:

--

honest
unfair

For the following items, mark ·the line at the point which best
expresses your response to the question. For example:
HOW CLEAR WAS THE INDIVIDUAL WHO SPOKE ON THE TAPE?
not clear
at all

very

clear

If you felt the tape was fairly clear but could have been bet

·tE!r, an appropriate mark would be:
very
clear

----+---

n�t �uar

8. HOW MUCH WOULD YOU LIKE THE INDIVIDUAL WHO SPOKE ON THE
TAPE AS A FRIEND?

very much

-----�.-�.---

not at all
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9. HOW SEVERE DID YOU FEEL YOU WERE IN CRITICIZING THE
INDIVIDUAL WHO SPOKE ON THE TAPE?

very
severe

not severe
at all

10. HOW MUCH DID YOU RESTRAIN YOURSELF IN CRITICIZING THE
INDIVIDUAL WHO SPOKE ON THE TAPE?

not
at all

very much
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Directions to Subjects

Directions to all sub ects at be innin
of session:
o exp ore some of the physioe
s e u y
T e purpose o
logical and psychological correlates of critical thinking and
expression. We are particularly interested in what happens phys
iologically when people must make critical evaluations of some
one else. At various times throughout the study I will be re
cording your heart rate and the electrical activity of your skin.
The equipment is perfectly safe, and if you have any questions
please feel free to ask now, or eave your questions till after
the session is over. (Subjects then read and signed the Consent
Information form.) Because of the nature of the study ana-rne-
�mportance of individual differences, I would like you to fill
out a brief questionnaire on yourself before we begin. I will
then hook up the physiological recording equipment and calibrate
it. When I've finished, please relax and sit as still as possible.
Do not talk and be very careful not to move the hand or arms to
which the electrodes are attached.

a
a
presen a �on
r e
a
ape o
o p ay a
am go�ng
student at the university here made last week in a class on
awareness groupe. It was an exercise in which the student was
given a few minutes to prepare and then deliver a presentation
involving whatever the individual was truly feeling at the time.
These presentations were recorded and, at the request of hie
class instructor, this student. has given us permission to use
his tape in this study. As you listen to the tape, critically
analyze the individual based upon what you hear. When the tape
is over, I will give you more specific instructions. Vfuile the
tape is playing and afterwards, when I give you further inst
ructions, please remain silent and do not move your arms because
of the electrode attachments.

When I tell you to begin, I would like you to take
a couple of minutes and based upon what you heard,
express your critical evaluation of the individual
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on the tape. Make whatever assessment of the in
dividual's character or personality you feel is
revealed by the tape. In order to study the effect
of specific statements on physiological measures,
I am going to record your comments along with your
physiological responses. Also, in order to demon
strate the procedure which is being used in this
study, this tape will be played back privately and
anonymously to another graduate student later next
week who is interested in the experiment but knows
nothing about it. (In the second session, the pre
vious sentence is replaced by, "Because of schedul
ing problems, that first tape you made was never
heard by the graduate student. So I'm going to use
this tape instead.") I will give you a few moments
right now to collect your thoughts before I say be
gin. If you finish your comments in less than two
minutes, please tell me when you are finished.
(For all instructions, subjects are told to "Begin"
approximately two minutes after the stimulus tape
has ended.)

(2.)

To subjects in the no anonymity and criticism-irrel
evant expected audience group:
When I tell you to begin, I would like you to take
a couple of minutes and based upon what you heard,
express your critical evaluation of the individual
on the tape. Make whatever assessment of the indi
vidual's character or personality you feel is re
vealed by the tape. In order to study the effect of
specific statements on physiological measures, I am
going to record your comments along with your phy
siological response. Also, in order to demonstrate
the procedure which. is being used in this study,
this tape will be played back privately to another
graduate student later next week who is interested.
in the study but knows nothing about it. (In the
second session, the previous sentence is replaced
by, "Because of scheduling problems, that first
tape you made was never heard by the graduate stu
dent. So I'm going to use this tape instead.") At
the end of your critical evaluation, please state
your name, class, and major for identification and
recording purposes. I will give you a few moments
right now to collect your thoughts before I say
begin.
:r

(3.)

,

To subjects in the anonymity and criticism-relevant
expe.cted audience group:
When I tell you to begin,
,

J;·would like you to take
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a couple of minutes and based upon what you heard,
express your critical evaluation of the individual
on the tape, Make whatever assessment of the in
dividual's character or personality you feel is
revealed by the tape, In order to study the effect
of specific statements on physidogical measures, I
am going to record your comments along with your
physiological response.- Also as part of another
exercise in the class on awareness groups, this
tape of your comments will be played back privately and anonymously to the individual on the tape
later next week after his class is over. (In the
second session, the previous sentence is replaced
by, "Because of scheduling problems, that first
tape you made was never heard by the student on the
tape. So I'm going to play this tape for him instead.")
I will give you a few moments right now to collect
your thoughts before I say begin. If you finish your
comments in less than two minutes, please tell me
when you are finished,

(4,)

To subjects in the no anonymity and criticism-relevant expected audience group:
When I tell you to begin, I would like you to take
a couple of minutes and based upon what you heard,
express your critical evaluation of the individual
on the tape. Make whatever assessment of the individ
ual's character or personality you feel is revealed
by the tape. In order to study the effect of specif
ic statements on physiological measures, I am going
to record your comments along with your physiologi
cal response, Also as part of another exercise in
the class on awareness groups, this tape of your
comments Will be played back privately to the individ
ual on the tape later next week after his class is
over, (In the second session, the previous sentence
is replaced by, "Because of scheduling problems, that
first tape you made was never heard by the student
on the tape, So I'm going to play this tape for him
instead,"), At the end of your critical evaluation,
please state your name, class and major for identi
fication and recording purposes, I will give you a
few moments right now to collect your thoughts be
fore I say begin.

(5,)

To subjects in the anonymity and verbalization-irrel
evant expected audience group:
Right now it is necessary that I recalibrate the
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physiological recording machine while you are talk
ing. So when I tell you to begin, I would like you
to take a couple of minutes and recall for me, in as
much detail as possible, all the food which you have
eaten in the last three days. Also, in order to study
the effect of talking on these physiological measures,
I am going to record your comments along with your
physiological response. In order to demonstrate the
procedure which is being used in this study, this
tape Will be played back privately and anonymously
to another graduate student later next week who is
interested in the study but knows nothing about it.
(In the second session, the previous sentence is re
placed by, "Because of scheduling problems, that
first tape you made was never heard by the graduate
student. So I'm going to use this tape instead.") I
will give you a few moments right now to collect
your thoughts before I say begin. If you finish re
membering what you've eaten in the last three days
in less than two minutes, please tell me when you
are finished.

(6.) To subjects in the no anonymity and verbalizationirrelevant expected audience group:

Right now it is necessary that I recalibrate the
physiological recording machine while you are talk
ing. So when I tell you to begin. I would like you
to take a couple of minutes and recall for me, in
as much detail as possible, all the food which you
have eaten in the last three days. Also, in order to
study the effect of talking on these physiological
measures, I am going to record your comments along
with your physiological response. In order to demon
strate the procedure which is being used in this
study, this tape will be played back privately to
another graduate student later next week who is
interested in the study but knows nothing about it.
(In the second session, the previous sentence is re
placed by, "Because of scheduling problema, that
first tape you made was never heard by the graduate
student. So I'm going to use this tape instead.")
At the end of your recollections of what you ate,
please state your name, class, and major for ident
ification and recording purposes. I will give you
a few moments right now to collect your thoughts
before I say begin.

�

Directions to all subjects after the have finished speaking:
For the next ten minutes I woul like you to relax and sit
quietly while I obtain some additional physiological measures.
Please do not talk or move your limbs.
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Directions to all subjects after recovery phase has ended:
First Session:
This will be as far as we will go today. After I re
move the physiological recording electrodes, I would
like you to fill out a short questionnaire on your
self and on the individual whom you heard on the tape.
We will continue the study in a second session on
(E arranged a time and date).
(Subjects in conditions five and six received a question
naire with items eight and nine missing. Subjects in cond
itions one through four were told that they were often
more reactive the first time they were connected to the
polygraph, and that a second session was needed to obtain
more accurate readings.)
Second Session:
After I remove the physiological recording electrodes,
I would like you to fill out a short questionnaire
again on yourself and on the individual you heard on
the tape. (After the questionnaire was completed.)
Thank you for assisting me in this study. Are there
any questions?
(Purpose of the study was explained and subjects were ask
ed not to describe the study to others.)
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Table A
Analysis of Variance for Criticism Variable

Source

df

MS

F

p

Anonymity -Anon-

0.24

0.08

.77

Audience-Aud-

0.25

0.09

.77

1

6.25

2.13

.15

32

2.91
.10

Anon

Aud

x

Error
b
Sessions-Ses-

5.93

2.79

Ses

x

Anon

0.02

0.01

.91

Ses

x

Aud

0.03

0.02

.89

Ses

x

Anon

1

2.48

1.17

.29

24

2.12

Error
w

X

Aud
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Table B

Multivariate Analysis of Variance for Physiological Variables
of SRR, SCL, and HR

Grouping

df

F

p

Anonymity-Anon-

3,46

0.42

.73

Audience-Aud-

6,90

1.01

.42

Anon x Aud

6,90

0.87

.52

Sessions-Sea-

3,34

2.26

.09

Ses x Anon

3,34

0.37

.77

Ses X Aud

6,64

2.86

.01

Ses x Anon X Aud

6,64

3.28

Phases-Phas-

6,186

55.54

Phas x Anon

.007
.0001

6,186

0.97

Phas X Aud

12,278

1.06

.39

Ph as x Anon X Aud

12,278

0.72

.73

.44

Phas x Ses

6,138

2.88

.01

Phas x Ses x Anon

6,138

0.44

.85

Phas x Ses X Aud

12,206

1.67

.07

Phas x Sea x Anon X Aud

12,206

1.98

.02

Note. F ratios computed from Hotelling-Lawley Trace statistic.
Sources for ss x CP error matrices are the same as those in Table

1.
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Table c

Duncan's Multiple Range Test for Skin Resistance Response
Phases Effect

Grouping

A
B
B

Mean

N

3.85
1.67
1.53

96
96
96

Phase

Manipulation
Baseline
Recovery

Note. Means with the same grouping letter are not significantly
different, alpha level= .05.
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Table D

Duncan's Multiple Range Test for Skin Resistance Response
Phases x Audience Effect

Grouping

A
A
B

c
c
c
c
c
c

Note.

Mean

N

4.54
4.19
2.83
1.83
1.79
1.76
1.47
1.39
1.37

32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32

Phases

x

Audience

Manipulation-CR
Manipulation-CIR
Manipulation-VIR
Baseline-CIR
Baseline-CR
Recovery-CR
Recovery-CIR
Baseline-VIR
Recovery-VIR

Means with the same grouping letter are not significantly

different,

alpha level=

.05.
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Table E

Duncan's Multiple Range Teet for Skin Resistance Response
Phases x Sessions x Audience Effect

Grouping
A

B
c B
c B
c
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Mean

N

5.30
4.38
4.04
3.95
3.45
2,02
1.99
1.97
1.92
1.71
1.68
1.60
1.53
1.50
1.49
1.45
1,22
1,20

14
14
18
l8
18
14
14
14
14
18
18
18
18
14
18
18
14
14

Phas

x

Ses

x

Audience

Manipu�ation-two-CR
Manipulation-two-CIR
Manipulation-one-CIR
Manipulation-one-CR
Manipulation-one-VIR
Manipulation-two-VIR
Baseline-two-CIR
Recovery-two-CR
Baseline-two-CR
Baseline-one-CIR
Baseline-one-CR
Recovery-one-CR
Baseline-one-VIR
Recovery-two-CIR
Recovery-one-VIR
Recovery-one-CIR
Recovery-two-VIR
Baseline-two-VIR

Note. Means with the same grouping letter are not significantly
different, alpha level= .05.
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Table

F

Duncan's Multiple Range Test for Skin Resistance Response
Phases x Sessions x Audience x AnonymityEffect

Grouping

A
A

H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

c
c
c
c
c
c
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

B
B
B
B
B
B
D
DE
DE
DE
GDE
GDE
GD E
G IE
G I
G I

G I
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Mean

N

Phas

6.82
6.17
4.42
4.37
4.00
3.91
3.91
3.71
3.00
2. 92
2.50
2.38
2.37
2.14
1.9 4
1.81
1.73
1.72
1.70
1.68
1.65
1.64
1.64
1.63
1.57
1.52
1.46
1.42
1,40
1.34
1,26
1.24
1,20
1,05
1.01
0,61

7
7
7
9
9
9
9
9
9
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
9
9
9
7
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
7
7
9
7
7
7
7
7

Manipulation-two-erR-A
Manipulation-two-eR-NA
Manipulation-two-eR-A
Manipulation-one-erR-A
Manipulation-one-eR-A
Manipulation-one-VIR-A
Manipulation-one-CR-NA
Manipulation-one-CIR-NA
Manipulation-one-VIR-NA
Baseline-two-erR-A
Baseline-two-eR-NA
Recovery-two-erR-A
Manipulation-two-VIR-NA
Recovery-two-eR-NA
Manipulation-two-eiR-NA
Recovery-two-eR-A
Baseline-one-eiR-NA
Baseline�one-eR-NA
Baseline-one-erR-A
Manipulation-two-VIR-A
Baseline-one-eR-A
Recovery-one-CIR-A
Baseline-one-VIR-NA
Recovery-one-eR-A
Recovery-one-eR-NA
Recovery-one-VIR-A
Recovery-one-VIR-NA
Baseline-one-VIR-A
Baseline-two-VIR-A
Baseline-two-eR-A
Recovery-one-eiR-NA
Recovery-two-VIR-A
Recovery-two-VIR-NA
Baseline-two-eiR-NA
Baseline-two-VIR-NA
Recovery-two-eiR-NA

x

Ses

x

Aud

x

Anon

Note, Means with the same grouping letter are not significantly
different, alpha level= .05.
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Table G

Duncan's Multiple Range Test for Skin Conductance Level
Phases Effect

Grouping

A
A
B

Mean

N

Phases

47.70
47.26
24.44

96
96
96

Manipulation
Recovery
Baseline

Note. Means with the same grouping letter are not significantly arirerent, alpha level= .05.
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Table

H

Duncan's Multiple Range Test for Skin Conductance Level
Phases x Sessions Effect

Grouping

A
B A
B A
B

c

D

Mean

N

Phases

51.01
48.21
46.51
43.45
27.16
20.95

54
42
54
42
54
42

Manipulation-one
Recovery-two
Recovery-one
Manipulation-two
Baseline-one
Baseline-two

x

Sessions

Note. Means with the same grouping letter are not significant
ly UI1?erent, alpha level= .05.
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Table I

Duncan's Multiple Range Test for Skin Conductance Level
Baseline-Session One

Grouping
A
A
A
A
A
A

Mean

N

32.88
31.88
28.33
26.88
21.55
21.44

9
9
9
9
9
9

Anonymity

x

Audience

NA-CIR
NA-VIR
A-VIR
A-CIR
A-CR
NA-CR

Note. Means with the same grouping letter are not significantly OI1ferent, alpha level= .05.
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Table

J

Duncan's Multiple Range Test for Heart Rate
Phases Effect

Grouping

A
B
c

Mean

N

Phases

57.39
43.29
30.43

96
96
96

Manipulation
Baseline
Recovery

Note. Means with the same grouping letter are not signific
antry-ai fferent, alpha level= ,05,
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Table

K

Duncan's Multiple Range Test for Heart Rate
Phases x Sessions Effect

Grouping

A
A
B
c
D
D

Mean

N

Phases

59.66
55.62
47.61
39.92
31.55
29.00

42
54
42
54
54
42

Manipulation-two
Manipulation-one
Baseline-two
Baseline-one
Recovery-one
Recovery-two

x

Sessions

Note. Means with the same grouping letter are not signific
antry-a1 fferent, alpha level= .05.
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Table L

Multivariate Analysis of Variance for Psychological Variables
from Self-Report Questionnaire

Group ing

df

F

p

Anonymity-Anon-

4,29

4.48

.006

Audience-Aud-

4,29

0.44

. 77

Anon x Aud

4,29

0.81

.53

Session-Sea-

4,21

1. 04

. 40

Ses x Anon

4,21

0. 69

.60

Sea

4,21

0. 16

. 95

4,21

0. 97

. 44

X Aud

Ses x Anon X Aud

Note. F ratios computed from Hotelling-Lawley Trace statistic.
Sources for SS x CP error matrices are the same as those in Table 5.
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Table M

Duncan's Multiple Range Test for Self-Evaluation Scores
Audience Effect

Grouping
A
B
B

Mean

N

6.24
5.64
5.59

32
32
32

Audience
VIR
CIR
CR

Note. Means with the same grouping letter are not significantly OIITerent, alpha level= .05.
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N

Table

Analysis of Variance for Item

Source

df

Aud

Error
b

x

Anon

Ses

x

Aud

Ses

x

Anon

Error

w

X

p

0,00
0.04

.83

1

232.56

0.31

.58

32

755.88

Sessions-SesSes

F

3.06

Audience-Audx

MS

33.0 6

Anonymity-Anon-

Anon

9 of Self-Report Questionnaire

Aud

24

.94

681.78

2.89

,JO

0.62

o.oo

.95

129.28

0.55

.46

19.72

0.08

.77

236.29
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Figure

/1,

Range Corrected Mean HR per Minute
for Treatment Conditions as a
Function of Phases of Session 1
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Range
Corrected
Mean
HR
per
Minute

40

\

Baseline

Manipulation

· ..

Recovery

Phases of Session
Anonymity, criticism-irrelevant
No anonymity, criticism-irrelevant
Anonymity, criticism-relevant
No.anonymity, criticism-relevant
Anonymity, verbalization-irrelevant
No anonymity, verbalization-irrelevant
Key

audience
audience
audience
audience
audience
audience

-

.....
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Figure B

Range Corrected Mean HR per Minute
for Treatment Conditions as a
Function of Phases of Session 2

Range
Corrected
Mean

HR
per
Minute

30

20

10
Manipulation

Baseline

Recovery

Phases of Session
Anonymity,
No anonymity,

criticism-irrelevant audience
criticism-irrelevant audience

Anonymity,
No anonymity,
Anonymity,
No anonymity,

criticism-relevant audience

____
_

_____.
_

_

criticism-relevant audience•

_

_

•

verbalization-irrelevant audience
verbalization-irrelevant audience•···•
•

Key

•

•

•

•
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